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User: RANDALL

Thi{:~~\'ludicial District Court - Canyon Coun

ROA Report
Case: CV-2009-0012900-C Current Judge: Stephen W. Drescher

Ismael Chavez, etal. vs. Canyon County, etal.
Ismael Chavez, Dolores Mercado vs. Canyon County, Canyon County Treasurer

Other Claims
Judge

Date
12/4/2009

New Case Filed-Other Claims

Bradly S Ford

Summons Issued

Bradly S Ford

Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories B-H, Bradly S Ford
or the other A listings below Paid by: Chavez, Ismael (attorney for Chavez,
Ismael) Receipt number: 0433066 Dated: 12/4/2009 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For: Chavez, Ismael (plaintiff)
12/23/2009

Affidavit Of Service 12-11-09 Canyon County State of Idaho

Bradly S Ford

12/28/2009

Notice Of Appearance - John T Bujak

Bradly S Ford

1/4/2010

Notice of Intent to Take Default

Bradly S Ford

Motion for Summary Jdmt and Note of Hearing

Bradly S Ford

Affidavit in Suppt of Motn for Summary Jdmt

Bradly S Ford

Memorandum in Suppt of Motn for Summary Jdmt and Note of Hearing

Bradly S Ford

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/11/2010 09:00 AM) Motn for
Summary Jdmt

Bradly S Ford

1/5/2010

Answer of Defendants/Respondents

Bradly S Ford

1/28/2010

Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment Motion

Bradly S Ford

2/8/2010

Order of Voluntary Disqualification

Bradly S Ford

Change Assigned Judge

Juneal C. Kerrick

Supplemental Affidavit in support of Mo for Summary Judgment

Juneal C. Kerrick

Pit Responding Memorandum in Support of Mo for Sumamry Judgment

Juneal C. Kerrick

2/10/2010
2/11/2010

Change Assigned Judge

Stephen W. Drescher

Order of Assignment - Drescher

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/11/201 O 09:00 AM:
Vacated Motn for Summary Jdmt - DQ filed

Hearing

Bradly S Ford

Amended Notice Of Hearing

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 02/26/2010 01 :30 PM) Motn for
Summary Jdmt

Stephen W. Drescher

2/24/2010

Report on Status of Case

Stephen W. Drescher

2/26/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/26/201 O 01 :30 PM: Hearing
Held Motn for Summary Jdmt

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/26/2010 01 :30 PM: District
Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Debbie Kriedler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages

Stephen W. Drescher

4/9/2010

Order Denying Motion for Summary Judgment and Order Converting Action Stephen W. Drescher
to Judicial Review

4/12/2010

Motion and Notice of Hearing

Stephen W. Drescher

Memorandum in Suppt of Pint's Motn

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 05/03/2010 09:30 AM) Pint's Motn

Stephen W. Drescher

4/19/2010

Petition for Judicial Review

Stephen W. Drescher

4/30/2010

Scheduling Order on Petition for Judicial Review

Stephen W. Drescher
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User: RANDALL

udicial District Court - Canyon Coun

ROA Report
Case: CV-2009-0012900-C Current Judge: Stephen W. Drescher

Ismael Chavez, etal. vs. Canyon County, etal.
Ismael Chavez, Dolores Mercado vs. Canyon County, Canyon County Treasurer

Other Claims
Judge

Date
5/3/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 05/03/2010 09:30 AM: Hearing
Held Pint's Motn - 120 day stay granted

Stephen W. Drescher

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Kim Saunders
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100

Stephen W. Drescher

5/4/2010

Order- staying the enforcement of the board of county commissioners
regarding tax deed for 120 days

Stephen W. Drescher

5/7/2010

Objection to Proposed Order

Stephen W. Drescher

5/10/2010

Response to respondent's objection to proposed order

Stephen W. Drescher

5/27/2010

Lodged Agency's Record and Transcript

Stephen W. Drescher

Notice of Clerk's Lodged Transcript and Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Motion to Augment Record and Notice of Hearing

Stephen W. Drescher

Statement in Suppt of Motn to Augment Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Petitioner's Initial Brief

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 06/17/2010 10:00 AM) Motn to
Augment Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 06/17/2010 10:00 AM: Motion
Held Motn to Augment Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 06/17/2010 10:00 AM:
Termination Granted Motn to Augment Record

Stephen W. Drescher

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: NIA electronic recording only
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:

Stephen W. Drescher

6/18/2010

Order Granting Motn to Augment Record

Stephen W. Drescher

7/1/2010

Respondent Canyon County's Brief

Stephen W. Drescher

7/7/2010

Notice of Clerks Filed Transcript and Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Transcript Filed

Stephen W. Drescher

Filed Agency Record

Stephen W. Drescher

Motion for Contempt and Notice of Hearing

Stephen W. Drescher

Affidavit in support of Motion for an Order in Re contempt

Stephen W. Drescher

Certificate of Service

Stephen W. Drescher

6/3/2010

6/17/2010

7/8/2010

Petns Responding Brief

Stephen W. Drescher

7/9/2010

Certificate of Service

Stephen W. Drescher

7/13/2010

Augmentation of Record

Stephen W. Drescher

8/16/2010

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter:NONE
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated:

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing Held

Stephen W. Drescher

Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/27/2010 09:00 AM) oral argument Stephen W. Drescher
9/27/2010

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter:Debora Kreidler
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing estimated: less than 100
pages
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User: RANDALL

Th(::''~udicial District Court - Canyon Coun
ROA Report
Case: CV-2009-0012900-C Current Judge: Stephen W. Drescher

Ismael Chavez, etal. vs. Canyon County, etal.
Ismael Chavez, Dolores Mercado vs. Canyon County, Canyon County Treasurer

Other Claims
Judge

Date
9/27/2010

Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/27/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing
Held oral argument - taken under advisement/ decision forthcoming

Stephen W. Drescher

10/25/2010

Order on petn for judicial review (submit an order within 14 days)

Stephen W. Drescher

11/10/2010

Final JudgmenUJudicial review granted

Stephen W. Drescher

Civil Disposition entered for: Canyon County, Defendant; Canyon County Stephen W. Drescher
Treasurer, Defendant; Chavez, Ismael, Plaintiff; Mercado, Dolores, Plaintiff.
Filing date: 11/10/201 O
Case Status Changed: Closed
12/17/2010

1/7/2011

Stephen W. Drescher

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid
Stephen W. Drescher
by: Chavez, Ismael (plaintiff) Receipt number: 0078359 Dated: 12/17/2010
Amount: $101.00 (Check) For: Chavez, Ismael (plaintiff)
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 78361 Dated 12/17/2010 for 100.00) for
clerks record

Stephen W. Drescher

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action

Stephen W. Drescher

Notice of Appeal

Stephen W. Drescher

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Stephen W. Drescher

Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action

Stephen W. Drescher

Notice of Cross-Appeal

Stephen W. Drescher
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. o. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208)459-0192

A~~1

QM.

DEC O4 2009
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

CJJ - 09-1:;)tjDC- c_.

Case No.:

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
)
DOLORES MERCADO,
)
On behalf of themselves and
)
others similarly situated,
)
Plaintiffs/Petitioners,)
)

-v-

)
)
)

COMPLAINT

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)

through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Defendant/Respondent.)

Fee Category:
Fee:
1f

A-

6~-t?D

COME NOW Plaintiffs/Petitioners, individually and as
representatives of the putative Class described in this
Complaint, and hereby file this Class Action Complaint, alleging
as follows:
1.

In this class action complaint, Plaintiffs seek, on
behalf of themselves and the class of persons identified
below, injunctive relief and damages from Defendants.
This action involves the provisions of Idaho Code Title

COMPLAINT - Page 1 of 9
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63, Chapter 10 and the class of persons consists of all
taxpayers who have been served with Notices of Pending
Tax Deeds (hereinafter "Notices"), the Notices alleging a
property tax delinquency as of January 1, 2007 who desire
to be included in the class.

I. JURISDICTION AND VENOB
2.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action.

3.

The venue in this case is properly in Canyon County,
Idaho.
I . TBB PARTIES

4.

Plaintiffs Ismael Chavez

("Chavez") and Dolores Mercado

are joint owners of two adjoining parcels of land located
in Canyon County, Idaho.

All other

Plaintiffs/Petitioners are owners of property in Canyon
County,

Idaho, who are alleged to be delinquent in their

property taxes as aforesaid and who have been served with
Notices.

5.

The Defendant, namely, the County of Canyon, State of
Idaho, is a body politic and political subdivision of the
State of Idaho.

At all times relevant hereto the

Defendant has been acting through the duly elected county
treasurer and ex-officio tax collector and the Canyon
County Board of County Commissioners.
II.

STATENBNT 01' THE CASE

COMPLAINT - Page 2 of 9
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___,./

6.

The two parcels aforementioned are identified thus: one
parcel is referred to by the Defendant by the number
213755500 and is legally described as lot 1, block 1, of
Dee Ann Meadows Subdivision. The other parcel is
identified as number 21375511 and is legally described as
lot 6, block 2, Dee Ann Meadows Subdivision. The two
parcels in question will be referred herein for
convenience as "the properties".

7.

On or about September 18, 2009, the Defendant served
Chavez with Notices on the properties, copies of said
Notices being attached hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B" and
by reference made a part hereof.

8.

On or about October 8, 2009, Chavez responded to the
Notices by serving the Defendant with an Answer and
Objection to the Notices.

This Answer and Objection was

made pursuant to Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2) and requested
discovery pursuant to Idaho Code§ 63-1006(4) (g).
9.

Chavez later received a response by in a letter dated
October 16, 2009 from Defendant's attorney. The response
indicated the Defendant has adopted resolution No. 09169, a copy attached hereto as Exhibit "C" in which the
Defendant claims it has decided to assess a flat fee of
$500.00 for delinquent tax accounts for which Notices are
issued after having determined that such fee is actually

COMPLAINT - Page 3 of 9
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\

less than the costs incurred by the Defendant in handling
tax deed properties.

No response to Chavez's request for

discovery was made.
10.

Chavez thereafter attended a hearing held on November 20,
2009 as specified in the Notice and the response. Legal
counsel for the Defendant was not present at the hearing.
At the hearing, Chavez reiterated his position.

Without

discovery and the presence of legal counsel the hearing
was not only a denial of due process of law, it was a
farce and a joke; the hearing consisted of a desultory
"conversation" in which the commission's attitude was
simply one of didactic insouciance, superciliousness, in
an apparent extempore atmosphere.

On December 3, 2009,

Chavez received a letter from the Defendant informing him
that on November 20, 2009, a tax deed was issued in favor
of Canyon County, State of Idaho by the county treasurer
and ex-officio tax collector on the properties. No
decision containing findings of fact and conclusions was
issued as required by Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2) nor was any
decision finding the county tax collector had conformed
to the requirements of Idaho Code§ 63-1005 having been
made.
11.

The Notices are form letters generally require no
significant expenditures to print out on a computer,

COMPLAINT - Page 4 of 9
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,,

stuff them in an envelope, and send to the mail room to
be sent by certified mail.

The cost of sending the

Notices by certified mailing required by Idaho Code§ 631005(2) (a) amounts to a few dollars. Idaho Code§ 631005(4) (d) mandates the Notices include "[a]n itemized
statement detailing the delinquency and all costs and
fees incident to the delinquency and notice up to and
including the date of the mailing of such notice".
"Itemized" means to "list the particulars of ... " the total
amount due on the delinquency. The Defendant has neither
implicitly nor explicitly been authorized to vary the
requirements of the statute in question. Idaho Code§ 31801 provides that "[t]he boards of county commissioners
in their respective counties shall have jurisdiction and
power, under such limitations and restrictions as are
prescribed by law". Idaho Code§ 31-801 is a restriction
or limitation on the Defendant "prescribed by ... statute".
The Notices accordingly do not comport with a requirement
of law.

The attempt by the Defendant to vary the statute

by "resolution" is an ultra vires act by the Defendant
and thus such Notices are void ab initio.

Accordingly,

Resolution No. 09-169 is invalid and the Notices are void

ab ini tio.
12.

The Defendant in effect amended the statute in question

COMPLAINT - Page 5 of 9
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by ignoring the itemization requirement and arbitrarily
and unlawfully inserting in lieu thereof $500.00.

The

Defendant has no authority to "amend" the statute and the
"charge" of $500.00 has no basis in fact or law.

The

Defendant implacably insists otherwise.
13.

To the best of Plaintiffs' knowledge and belief, the
facts of this case are not disputed.

Hence, this issue

in this case is primarily one of statutory
interpretation. Interpretation of a statute is a question
of law. The Court must, in interpreting the statute, give
every word, clause and sentence in the statute the effect
which the legislature obviously intended. In statutory
construction, the first step is to examine the statute's
literal language. The statute's words must be given their
plain and ordinary meaning in light of the statute as a
whole. If the words are clear and unambiguous, the Court
must give effect to the statute as written, Albee v.
Judy, 136 Idaho 226, 31 P.3d 248 (2001).

The words of

the statute in question herein are clear and unambiguous
and should be given the effect as written.
14.

Plaintiffs may seek to amend this complaint upon further
investigation and discovery.
IV. FOR A CAUSE 01' AC'l'ION

15.

Plaintiffs re-allege sections I, II, and III above herein

COMPLAINT - Page 6 of 9
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as if set out herein in full.
16.

The Defendant stated in the Notices that if the
alleged delinquency is not redeemed on or before
November 20, 2009, a tax deed for the property in
favor of Canyon Count will be issued. Plaintiffs
have a right to have the decision to issue a tax
deed reviewed by the district court of the district
wherein the county is located by filing a petition
in the district court.

17.

Plaintiffs have been and are aggrieved by the Defendant
by failing to provide Plaintiffs and members of the class
with an

"

[i]temized statement detailing the

delinquency and all costs and fees incident to the
delinquency and notice up to and including the date of
the making of such notice".

This failure is clearly

erroneous as a matter of law.

The decision of the

Defendant to "charge" persons in the class aforementioned
$500.00 is an arbitrary decision, an abuse of discretion,
and clearly an unwarranted and unlawful act.
V. DECLARATORY JUDGMENT, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF,
DAMAGES AND ATTORNEY FEES

18.

I.R.C.P. Rule 65 provides that a peliminary injunction
may be granted (1) "[w]hen it appears by the complaint
that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded,
and such relief, or any part thereof, consists in

COMPLAINT - Page 7 of 9
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restraining the commission or continuance of the acts
complained of, either for a limited period or
perpetually".
19.

I. R. C. P., Rule 57, provides that
I.

"[t]he procedure for obtaining a declaratory
judgment pursuant to the statutes of this
state, shall be in accordance with these rules,
and the right to trial by jury may be demanded
under the circumstances and in the manner
provided in Rules 38 and 39. The existence of
another adequate remedy does not preclude a
judgment for declaratory relief in cases where
it is appropriate. The court may order a speedy
hearing of an action for a declaratory judgment
and may advance it on the calendar.

II.

R. C. P. Rules 38 and 39 pertain to jury trials and
are inapplicable to this case.

20.

Plaintiffs are entitled to a speedy hearing on the issue
of a declaratory judgment that the Notices accordingly do
not comport with a requirement of law, that the attempt
by the Defendant to vary the statute by "resolution" is
an ultra vires act by the Defendant that, accordingly,
Resolution No. 09-169 is invalid and the Notices are void
ab initio.

21.

Plaintiffs are entitled injunctive relief proscribing the
Defendant from proceeding in violation of law.

The

Defendant should further be ordered to comply with the
statutory requirement that all Notices have an itemized
detail as provided in the statute in question.

COMPLAINT - Page 8 of 9
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22.

Plaintiffs are entitled to damages by being refunded
those amounts any amounts paid that did not exceed the
amount prescribed by the statute.

23.

If this action is contested Chavez should be awarded
attorney fees pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-117 and/or 12120 (1).

24.

Plaintiffs should be awarded their costs incurred in this
action.

25.

Plaintiffs are entitled to such other and further relief
as the Court may deem just and appropriate in the
premises.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray the Court thus:

A. To certify that this is a class action and order the
Defendant to so notify the members of the class;

B. For a Declaratory Judgment that the aforesaid
resolution is contrary to law and as such is invalid,
that the Notices are invalid and void ab initio;
C. For an order compelling the Defendant to proceed as
provided by the statute in question;
D. For damages, attorney fees and costs, and;
E. For such other and further relief as the Court may
deem just and equitable in the premises.
DATED: December

J , 2009.
-=----
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r~OT I CE (JF
~1TATE CJF

ISSUE
CERTIFrED l',lo.

IDAHO
)

ss.

COUNTY DF C ~~,·~YON
Article #:71791000164450018611

TO:

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
l"lERCf,DCI DOLORES

l S 1l ARTHlm ~3T
CALD~EL.L, ID
[..'.J36Ci!::,

YOU ARE HEREBY f\lOTlf-lED,
1.

as

fallot-is:

1h~t a deli uqLlf'ncy occurred 01 ,i.rnuary 1, 2007 in Ue record~ of the County Trea!iurer ~5 1aY
Collector of c~oyo~ l:ou11ty, Hate of lhbo for the folloui1g describe• property (hereinafter
referred to ~s t.he "5ubjt-el pro r,ertv">:

6R2137'5-·5l1- -0

017700020060

Acres:

J4-5N-3W

DEE ANN MEADOWS SUH

SW

000.00

LOT 6 BLl-'i 2

0 PHILLIS LN MI

Site Address:
2.

1hat the 1ane(s) a.d last: knoun atldress(es) ,:if the recOT·d ou&er or nu1ers of recard of th~
subject property is:

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

3.

Hat said dEli11que1cy e;:ists in re--;p!c>ct to the it!Viessnent ;nd subsequ~nt onp.1ii taxes for 2fi0&.

q.

1hat thE· total arrnvnt <~.le as ~f 09/18/2009 is:
,6imaLJnt
Amount:

o-F Tax
of Late Cho

Interest <]2%)
i'.~ost

:ind

.42.24
",-,
. . . QC)

(2%)

per annum

"Fees

Total Due as af SEPTEMBER 18,

2009

C (1LL 4 ~,4--7?s.:.. FOR CURRENT PAYMENT

OTHER COSTS,

FEES

~~D

14. 06

.. 500. 00
$557.18

INFORMAT rrn,J

INTEREST MAY BE DUE UPON PAYMENT.

000013

:·-rcr~ c .-:. DCj

;_:,,jl._.i.:>i E-.
l !~ U Af,.THUR ~:-T
Ci4LD\..J£L.L, ID

.

.,

·-··-··---·---·--------------------------·

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED,
':",

Hat if sii • deliniuenl'.--y is 11ot n,d1~~11ed on or befol'e NOUEnr:-ER 20,2D0~, bV f·i"•vne~t to the Crnyon
County Trc-asuT·n, of qjd unp4id ht.!.'S together uiU late chnge, ir,t.H(!St ili,d .n co!.tr.. H14 ~:,ptn;es,
1, ,s Tr-e4surEr ~11i 1.x Coll.1>ctcr for Cauyon County, State of Idaho, ~hill theteupo1i, ;i~ reiuired ~~·
l a\l, 1Hke <1Fplicatioe lo tht- Bo~rd of (ounl-y Co1111is~ioners of Cill'l'/OII Co1rnt-1, ~t;ite 1Jf Id .. ~o, for ;; Tix
Det'd to i-;.sue on Ue r.ubJect ~rope1ty in favor of C4nyon CotJijty uith ~b,olute title, ht·e oi all
encunbr.nces, exce~t 'ilny 1;ort§a§es oF record to tLe holdHs af uhid, ~otic'E' has rnt llf·fli ~ut ,,no ~nv
lien for ~rl]perty tines vhith l'li'{ h~ve att<1ehed subse~ent to the ii~~-~~,;~1f:-nt ,iHI .r~ li~n fin· special
i<:>SeSSHl!lltS i

6.

!hat if s~d deliniuency is not rede-ened 011 or before N01•1Eftl:ER W,2D09 in the ~arner i.!1•!:.crded above
then ;it 9.00 O'CLOCK (lM 11ST 01 HOll[l1[1Er. ~0,2009 1 bx der,d for ti~ 5U~jei:l pro~ertv i.ri f:m,r of C·nyon
County uill be issuel at th!' ·rreasurer's Office, Ro1111 Z42 C.ay,)n r.ounty Court.hc,u<,;e, Ul.S Alhny,
Calduel.L, I4aho by Ue Coonty Tre~urer is the ru Collector of C?.nfo• Coi.mt•,,_. Shh.1 c,f Ha•o;

l.

Pursuant to Idaho Cole 63-1DOSC3), the record 011ner or ouners :and parties in i1terest oF i•e,;;ord
shall bP. li ible .n~ pay to the county tu collector all costs 1nd he~ 1.n th£- ~T'i:paratlor., ·;erJice aid
publication of sud eotice an4 the tax deed process :.ind such costs shill l;ecotte
the propel'ty in favor of the co,.rnt:y tax collectiir.

i

~lf)T'petual lien u~o•

D F
t'-JOTICE
HE Ali ING
.,,.,,•-•_ _ _,_..,,.___..,_,._______..,==--.,--•••..,•••1wu_,_.,nn,a_____.

8.

~

9

The reco!'• au~r or <!uner<,; H14 faT'ties· i1 interest sltall hM! ade~uat~ opportu~ity to t,~ ie1rd 1 to
r.onfront or Gros,~-exlMine any e,.,i<lence or uitness c1!ainst the fr:!cord ou1er or or.i1ers, and o~tc1in aid
present e\/deoce 01 kehalf of tke record ouner or 011ners or my party i I interest. IV..!. Ia.QUIRIES OR
(l[!.[CTIDl!S COlf.rnHrn[: THIS ~OlICE A~D TH[ IHFORMAUOH CONTAINED 1£RtIH SH~L ~I[ DIFUTEO ·ro Tl£ CAMYllH
f:Ol~TY TRl:(l~UfU, Cr-lH'l'OH COll)fl'I' COORTHOUSE, ug ALDAHY, ROON 342, CALOIIEU., UAIIO 8360~, PHO!£ MO.
(200)4S~-7354 HO LH[R THAN F:!U[ (S) l,IORKI/\¥; DAYS PP.IOO TO THE HEARH!G DAT[ ;wrrn f{!OI.IE.

~.ring shll be hi!ld tiefor@ the Canvo• County Bond of Conr1issioners on NOV[MBER 20, 2009 at the
~our of 9:00 O'CLOCK AM MST or is soon tkereafbr a!i the Hatter can be ,1;>ard, t:o ~terr:he iF a tax
deed for the sobj.?rt pr-o~rty s~all be Issued in fa,.,or of Canyon Countv.

Dated this 18TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2009.

C;unty Treistrrer ~o4
for Canyon Ct,Jr1ty, :td1ho

li 11" M 11

*
RQ?. 780
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ISSUE
STATE GF'

CERTIF[ED Na.

iT,,.:..HO

COUNTY OF CANYON
Artfcle #:71791000164450018604

TO.

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
l"IERC,~DO DOLORES
t 511 f\RTHIJR ST
CALDWELL., ID
83b05

YOU ,t\ A E HERE B Y NOT I F r ED,
1.

as

f a 11 o ,.,, s :

Th.it a delinqtA"!OGV 01:cur~d Oft ,1.iru,-.i•y 1, ?007 i11 Ue records of the Cmrnty rna~urer as Tax
Colfoc tr,r of Crnvo1 t ounty, ;'.tate of I hbo f(,r the folloui 19 descr i.be f ,roperty ( herei n<1ftl:!T
T(>ferred f.o as the "s111l.jei.:.t pro pertv"):

6f.:2137 5--50 5-· --(\

Q

17700010060

Acres:

000.00

J4-5N-3W SW DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB
LOT 6 BU'i 1
Site Address: 0 PHILLIS LN Ml
2.

That: thl' 1a11e(s) aad l~sl knoijn ~ddres~(es) of the recoT'd (IU&eT' or 11uaers of record c,f tht
subject property is·

CHAVEZ [SMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

3.

"fh;it said delioq1.1etcy r~xi,.;t~ in rr-spt>ct to the ~~sessttent rnd subsequent L1opad taxes For2!i0b.

4.

"fhat the total imo11nt ckJE=' a5 of 09/18/2009 is:

r'"rnount of Tax

.88

Intere§t (12%) per annum .
Cost and Fee·;; ....... .

. 14.44
.. 500. 00

of

Late

. 43. t;.2
..

{-'--maL1nt

Ch9

(21~)

Due as cf SEPTEMBER 18,

Total

2009

-~558. 74

=--·===
CJiL.L

.'.\':,4··-;:2;,;4 FDR CURRENT PAYMENT

1

OTHER COSTS,

Ii\!FORMi~l"rm-J.

FEES AND INTEREST MAY BE DUE UPON PAYMENT.
Page

1 cf 2
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CHA'.,JEZ

l ~-' 11

-

·~. 'C PT 1 F r ED l-.1 ,:; .

AR THUF-! '.:3T

C,t,L_DWELL.

lD

'

'_J

___ ____. ,_.,

z.:.:36(1 !:,

,_.,

____

------..... ___ ...

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTifIED,
r;

1hat if s,d del.in~ue11cv i~ nc,t 1·NleeHE>d on or before N0IJf.:MBER ?.0,::001/, bv /lil'fMC!Bt to t:i1e C,nyon
r,.i:rnb; rre-~s1JT't,r, of s<1id unr.-,d \:'axes t:\lgethf.r uit& lilti: ch:ir·r, ii·,b:-r(1:-t and ,1~1 co~,t~ rnd "-:,;p1,1,~e<..,
1 , "' Tre ~surer "11 ~ 1a>. C1.1 Eec-t Qr far tw1on Co1.1ntv , St.te of. Idaho, ; h ~11 Ue1·eu por,, -~- ~q11 i T'P. d ~'f
lau, ttake ~pplic~t:io, to th~ Bo~rd of County Co11t1issioners of Cnll'fOll Co:rnb/, Stat!:' of Ida~o, for .i T~x
Oei?d to iss 1Je 0n Ue 1;ub.ftc\: ,rcperty in f;y,,or r,f Crnvan Cuuuty uitti ,b·,ulut:£- titl€-, fnl:' of ,'Lil
~11cut1hr;inces, el'.r.e,t HI'/ ttort~J~es of record to Ue holdH, r.f uhich ~otice hat wot been ,eft and my
lier. for p1·o~e!'ty la~es uhii:h H;iy have~ ,ttached sotr.e~e11t to the a~.!.E-S·,1·1ent ,ad W/ liI-11 fo'r sr,.-cia1
~ S">eSSHrnts i

6.

lhn: if 51d ~lin~uel\G'Y is not red{~eHtd on or before NOIJEnr::ER 20,2~0~ in tlw 11ornt1r dc~sc~rded 1:bove
then at 9:0U O'CLOCK ~M Mn 01 HOl.(Mt<E~ 10 ,2009 a tax deed fur t:lle su~j!!ct pro,erty in fuvor cif Catyun
Cmmty uill be i!;sue4 at thf lrear.urer's Office, Roott 342 Caeyon Co1.111ty· Courthouse, 111:. AU.1,;,
Calduell, I4aoo by tke County Treasure, as the fax CollectoT' of C~11yo1 C(}•Jnt:v, State of Hc~Oi

l.

Pursuant to Idaho Co4e 63-1D05(3), the record ouner or ouners and p,1rties in i1terest oF record
shall bP. liible an~ py to the -:ounty tax collector all costs ,md fE-es in th£- ,l'\\IJ::IT'atiDn, ·;e1-.•ice ud
~ublication of sud rntice an4 the tax deed pro~e-;.s and such costs s.h411 becoHe a perpetu~l lii;n u~o1
the property in F~~or oF th~ COlinty tax collectur.

N G T I C E
-

O F
WWW.A

H E A R I N G
IP

Cdlli-ll&dllk

I

W

8.

R tiearing skall be held before the Canyo1 County Soird of CottNissionns or, HOUtNDrn ;.'I), 2009 at the
bour of 9:00 O'CLOCK AM 11ST o-r 1s soon Uereafbr as the n~tter c~n b~ 1t(:'ard, to ck:?ter"i1e if a t~x
deed for th!! wbjeet proi)li'rty sball be issued in favor of Ca~yon i:c,l'nty.

9.

1he recor4 our1er or nur~r<; ,ir,4 par·ties· il interest shall hiWl! adequ:;ite ap~10rtu1ity to bl'- ~eerd, to
r.onfro nt or cT"os~-·eXJMlne anv e•Ji de nee or ui tness a ,a inst the T'N>Jrd 01Her or 01HeT'S, and o kt,1i r1 ;.1d
present evderrce 01 beh.ilf of the reco-rd ouner or ouners or my p~rty i R interest. ALL Ilfl.lliIRIES OR
(l[(,[CTIDHS l:Oif~ERNrnG nus NOTICE AHO rHE lliFORffAlIOH COiffAINED ff.REIM .'.iHrt..L [![ !)IfICTn rn ii£ CM/YOH
r.DltlT'f rREASU~R, CAHYOH COUNTY COORTHOUSE, 11H ALDAlft', rwon 342, f.ALl)MELL, IMHO 8360~, PHOI£ HO.
(2f1J)4~k7354 HO LATER THAH rJUE t'.i;;) ~ORKilt DAYS PRIOO TO THE HEARrnG DATE NOTED ~lC,,IE.

Dated this 18TH DAY OF SEPTEMDER 2009.

c,,~x--Of~~o,--far Cii!!~·on CCM1tv . JdihCo

lf •

it ii 1t

Ca~hiN'-s check, rNl!lP.',1 order, certified {:hrc:k

1ir

c:a~.h

lt "lt 1t ~

**NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE ACCEPTEJ
RC-.il. 780

Page
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'C' y /I/ PIT
RESOLUTION NO.

(j"f-/(/ 1

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AN INCREASE IN THE FEE CHARGED
TO COLLECT COSTS INCURRED BY CANYON COUNTY IN THE PROCESS OF
COLLECTING DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAXES
The following resolution and order was considered and adopted by the Canyon County,
Idaho Board of Commissioners on this 3 f day of July, 2009.
Upon motipP of(f.mmissipner
Commissioner J:::eCili MIXl

l'j /d-e.r

and the second by

, the Board resolves as follows:

WHEREAS, Idaho Code§ 31-801 grants general powers and duties, subject to the
restrictions of law, to the boards of county commissioners in their respective co'untfes;-~d
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §§ 63-1002 and 63-1005 authorize a county to collect the costs
incurred by it in the processing and collection of delinquent property taxes, including the costs of
certified mailings, title searches, advertising and all other expenses for the processing and
collection of the delinquency; and
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §§ 3 1-8 70( 1) and 63-1311 require that the fees imposed and
collected by the County must be reasonably related, and not exceed, the actual cost of the
services being rendered; and
WHEREAS, during the tax deed process, extensive work is done by the Canyon County
Treasurer as the tax collector in order to ( 1) identify all parties of interest in a piece of property,
(2) locate valid mailing addresses, (3) locate and contact by telephone individuals, including
neighbors, prior owners, current owners, etc., to obtain additional information that may not be
recorded relating to the subject property, (4) obtain history related to the property, (5) prepare
required letters notifying recorded parties in interest of the pending action, (6) prepare a legal
notice to be published in the newspaper advertising ail delinquent accounts, (7) payment of the
publication costs, (8) personally visit and post notice on the property, and (9) make personal
contact with the property owners; and
WHEREAS, Idaho Code § 31-870(1) authorizes the Board of County Commissioners to
" ... impose and collect fees for those services provided by the County which would otherwise be
funded by ad valorem tax revenues"; and
WHEREAS, the present cost schedule utilized by the Canyon County Treasurer is a
graduated cost schedule which has been in place for at least twelve (12) years, and which does
not accurately reflect the costs incurred by the county for properties that proceed to the tax deed
stage; and
WHEREAS, the Canyon County Treasurer's Department has determined that the actual
costs incurred to get delinquent property to the tax deed stage is in excess of Five Hundred
RESOLUTION NO. tJ

FEE INCREASE; TAX DEED PROCESS
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/

Dollars ($500.00 ), and as a result, wishes to adopt a single level fee of Five Hundred Dollars
($500.00) to be attached to the delinquent properties; and

WHEREAS, Idaho Code § 63-131 l A requires the Board of County Commissioners to
hold a regular special meeting, with proper notice, for any "fee increase that exceeds five percent
(5%) of the amount of the fee last collected or a decision imposing a new fee ... "; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners conducted a public hearing on the
above proposed revised cost on July 31, 2009 at 9:00 a.m.; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners finds good cause to adopt the cost of
Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be imposed on delinquent properties that proceed to a tax
deed status, which is less than the actual cost incurred by the County for the tax deed process on
individual delinquent properties.

NOW THEREFORE, THE BOARD HEREBY RESOLVES, that the Canyon County
Treasurer shall impose a Five Hundred Dollar ($500.00) fee for costs incurred for collection of
property taxes that are three years or more delinquent, and for which the County begins the tax
deed process.
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED BY THE BOARD that this Resolution shall be
effective this __31 day of July, 2009.

~Motion Carried Unanimously
_ _ Motion Carried/Split Vote Below
Motion Defeate Split Vote Below
Yes

No

Did Not Vote

Dep~Cler
Date:

' /.,, ~

/-l)Lf

FEE INCREASE; TAX DEED PROCESS
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JOHN T. BUJAK, ISB #5544
CARLTON R. ERICSON, ISB #5845
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

JAN O5 20\0
CANYON COUNlY Cl.ERK

r EARLS, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, On behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,
Plaintiffs/Petitioners,

CASE NO. CV09-12900-C

ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS/
RESPONDENTS

vs.
CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax
collector,
Defendants/Res ondents.
Defendants/Respondents, by and through their attorneys, John T. Bujak and Carlton R.
Ericson, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, respond to the allegations of the
Complaint as follows:
1.

Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations of the Complaint to the extent they

are not expressly admitted herein.
2.

E

In answering Paragraph 1, Defendants/Respondents admit that

Plaintiffs/Petitioners have alleged that this is a class action, but deny that a class action is
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHAVEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 1 of 6
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<~
appropriate in this matter.
3.

In answering Paragraphs 2-9, Defendants/Respondents admit the allegations

contained therein.
4.

In answering Paragraph 10, Defendants/Respondents admit the allegations of the

first, third and fifth sentences, and deny the remaining allegations contained therein.
5.

In answering the first sentence of Paragraph 11, Defendants/Respondents admit

that the notice is a form letter, but deny the remaining allegations contained therein.
6.

In answering the second, third and sixth sentences of Paragraph 11,

Defendants/Respondents admit the allegations therein.
7.

In answering the fourth, fifth and seventh through tenth sentences of Paragraph

11, Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations contained therein.
8.

In answering Paragraph 12, Defendants/Respondents admit that they have no

authority to amend a statute, and deny the remaining allegations contained therein.
9.

In answering Paragraph 13, Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations

contained therein as they appear to be legal argument, rather than allegations of fact or law.
10.

In answering Paragraph 14, Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations

contained therein.
11.

In answering Paragraph 15, Defendants/Respondents incorporate by reference

their responses to Paragraphs 1-14 of the Complaint.
12.

In answering Paragraph 16, Defendants/Respondents admit the allegations

contained therein.
13.

In answering Paragraph 17, Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations

contained therein.
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 2 of 6
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(
14.

In answering Paragraphs 18-19, Defendants/Respondents admit only that the

referenced Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure have been accurately quoted, but deny any inference
that Plaintiff/Petitioners are entitled to any such relief.
15.

In answering Paragraphs 20-24, Defendants/Respondents deny the allegations

contained therein.

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Defendants/Respondents have not been able to engage in sufficient discovery to learn all
of the facts and circumstances relating to the matters described in Plaintiffs'/Petitioners'
Complaint and therefore request the Court to permit Defendants/Respondents to amend their
Answer and assert additional affirmative defenses or abandon affirmative defenses once
discovery has been completed.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs'/Petitioners' Complaint fails to state a cause of action against
Defendants/Respondents upon which relief can be granted and should therefore be dismissed
pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Idaho Rules of.Civil Procedure.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs/Petitioners have failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate their damages,
if any.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs/Petitioners have improperly brought this action as a class action pursuant to
Rule 23 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and should be dismissed forthwith.

FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Assuming arguendo a class action has been validly stated, Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' lack of
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 3 of 6
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standing to complain of some or all of the allegations contained in the Complaint on file herein.
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' causes of action for declaratory or injunctive relief are not ripe.
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Plaintiffs/Petitioners causes of action for declaratory or injunctive relief are improper at
this time, because Plaintiffs/Petitioners have stated a claim for damages in their Complaint and
therefore have acknowledged that they have an adequate remedy at law.
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The allegations contained in Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' Complaint regarding their actions for
declaratory and injunctive relief are based upon mere speculation and there is insufficient
evidence that any future event complained of will or will not occur.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The allegations contained in Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' Complaint regarding their actions for
declaratory and injunctive relief do not show or allege the sufficient likelihood of future injury or
irreparable harm.
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The allegations contained in Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' Complaint regarding their complaint
for declaratory and injunctive relief do not allege or show sufficient evidence of the existence or
a reasonable likelihood of success.
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
The allegations contained in Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' Complaint regarding their request for
declaratory and injunctive relief do not show or sufficiently allege the existence of immediate or
irreparable injury.
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHAVEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 4 of6
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(
ATTORNEY FEES
Defendants/Respondents have been required to retain attorneys in order to defend this
action and are entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees pursuant to state law and applicable
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
WHEREFORE, Defendants/Respondents pray for judgment against Plaintiffs/Petitioners
as follows:
1.

That Plaintiffs' /Petitioners' Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that

Plaintiffs/Petitioners take nothing thereunder.
2.

That Defendants/Respondents be awarded their costs, including reasonable

attorneys' fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-117 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure.
3.

That judgment be entered in favor of Defendants/Respondents on all claims for

4.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the

relief.

circumstances.
DATED this ~day of January, 2010.
JOHN T. BUJAK,

c ~
Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents

ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 5 of 6
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this0~day of January, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS to be served on the
following in the manner indicated:

[ )Cl

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094

Tracie Lloyd
Canyon County Treasurer
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

Board of County Commissioners
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

]
]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

[ ]
[ ]
[.)(]
.[ ]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

[
[
[

[

[

[ '?]
[

]

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS
CHAVEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 6 of6
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L. E DP.M.

_ _ _A.M. \))

APR O9 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLEAK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)
)
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND DOLORES
)
MERCADO, on behalf of themselves and
)
others similarly situated,
)
)
Plaintiffs/Petitioners,
)
)
v.
)
CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, )
through it duly elected BOARD OF
)
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
)
)
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio
)
tax collector,
)
)
Defendant/Respondent.

Case No. CV-2009-12900-C

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AND
ORDER CONVERTING ACTION TO
JUDICIAL REVIEW

On December 4, 2009, Petitioner filed a COMPLAINT challenging actions of the Canyon
County Board of Commissioners with regard to Notices of Pending Tax Deeds and pursuant to
Idaho Code 63-1001 et seq. Respondents filed an ANSWER on January 5, 2010.
Petitioners filed a MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT on January 4, 2010.
Respondents filed a MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION on January 28, 2010 in which they argue
that this action should be conducted as a Judicial Review pursuant to Idaho Code 63-1006(4). Oral
l

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND ORDER
CONVERTING ACTION TO JUDICIAL REVIEW

000025
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(

argument was held on February 26, 2010.
Upon review of the file, and the relevant statutory authority the court finds that this action
should be conducted as a Judicial Review pursuant to Idaho Code 63-1006(4). Petitioners'
COMPLAINT, in essence, alleges that they have been aggrieved by the decision of Canyon
County to issue a tax deed as set forth in the COMPLAINT. Thus, the court finds that Petitioner
must follow the proper procedures as set forth in Idaho Code 63-1006(4) and Idaho Rule of Civil
Procedure 84. If Petitioners intend to pursue this action further, they are ordered to file a Petition
for Judicial Review in accordance with the above mentioned legal authority within fourteen (14)
days of this order.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, and this does ORDER,

1. That Petitioners' Motion for Summary Judgment is DENIED.
2. That this action is converted to a Petition for Judicial Review.
3. That Petitioners must file a Petition for Judicial Review in this action within fourteen
(14) days of this order.

2

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND ORDER
CONVERTING ACTION TO JUDICIAL REVIEW
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(:
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was mailed or
delivered to the following persons this_......._ day of April 2010.
Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
PO Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Attn: Carlton Ericson
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

WILLIAM H. HURST
Clerk of the District Court

By:

~

Deputy Clerk

3

ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND ORDER
CONVERTING ACTION TO JUDICIAL REVIEW
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,,

Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208)459-0192

~:DJ A.k

E DP.M.

APR 1 9 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
Case No.: CV09-12900*C
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,
Petitioners,)
)

-v-

)
)

PKTITIOlf l'OR JtJDICIAL

)

UVZR

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Respondent.)
Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 63-1006(4), I.R.C.P. Rule 84, and
the Order of this Court dated April 9, 2010, Petitioners hereby
petition the Court for the relief hereinafter requested, alleging
in support thereof as follows:
1. The name of the agency for which judicial review of the
decision which is sought is Canyon County, Idaho, by and
through its duly elected Board of County Commissioners, and
the Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax collector.
2. The title of the district court to which the petition is
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taken is the Third Judicial District for the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon.
3. Plaintiffs Ismael Chavez ("Chavez") and Dolores Mercado are
joint owners of two adjoining parcels of land located in
Canyon County, Idaho, described thus: one parcel is
referred to by the Defendant as the number 213755500 and is
legally described as lot 1, block 1, of Dee Ann Meadows
Subdivision, Canyon County, Idaho and the other parcel is
identified as number 21375511 and is legally described as
lot 6, block 2, Dee Ann Meadows Subdivision, Canyon County,
Idaho. The two parcels in question will be referred herein
for convenience herein as "the properties".
4. Petitioner~ have no information regarding the date and the

heading, case caption or other designation of the agency
except as herein stated.
5. Chavez was served with Notices of Pending Issue of Tax

Deeds (~Noticesn) pursuant to Idaho Code, Title 63, Chapter
10, on each of the properties by certified mail, return

receipt requested, by the Defendant, copies of said Notice
being a part of this Court's file and the same are herein
made a part hereof as it set out herein in full. To avoid
the issuance of a tax deed the notices demand payment of
certain fees, including a fee of $500.00 each.

Upon

receiving the Notices, Chavez answered and requested a
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hearing on the date specified in Notice before the
Defendant Board of County Commissioners as provided for by
the Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2).
6. On November 20, 2009, Chavez attended a hearing before the
Canyon County Commissioners that was, to the best of the
Chavez's knowledge, recorded and the name and address of
the person with possession of such recording is the deputy
clerk of said Defendants Board of County Commissioners, to
wit: Monica Reeves, c/o Canyon County Commissioners,
courthouse, 1115 Albany, Caldwell, Idaho 83605.
7. On December 3, 2009, Chavez received a letter from the
Defendant informing him that on November 20, 2009, a tax
deed was issued in favor of Canyon County, State of Idaho
by the Defendant County Treasurer and ex-officio Tax
Collector on the properties. No decision in writing which
included findings of fact and conclusions of law was ever
sent to Chavez as required by Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2).
8. The issues for judicial review that Petitioners then,
heretofore, and now assert on judicial review are: with
respect to delinquent tax accounts, the Defendant claims it
had decided, via a "resolution", a copy of the resolution
being a part of this Court's file and the same is herein
made a part hereof as if set out herein in full, to assess
a flat fee of -$500 ... 00 for delinquent tax accounts in lieu
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of itemizing in detail all costs and fees incident to any
tax delinquency, notwithstanding Idaho Code§ 63-1005(4) (d)
mandates the Notices include ~[a]n itemized statement
detailing the delinquency and all costs and fees incident
to the delinquency and notice up to and including the date
of the mailing of such notice". Issues arising therefrom
are: whether the "resolution" of the Defendant to charge
~$500.00H in lieu of the an itemized statement detailing
all costs and fees incident to the delinquency and notice
up to and including the date of the mailing of such each
notice effectively amended Idaho Code Title 63, Chapter 10,
whether the notices comported with the requirements of the
statute, whether the attempt by the Defendant to vary the
statute by "resolutionn is an ultra vires act by the
Defendant and whether such Notices are void ab initio, and
whether the tax deed issued by the Defendant was thus
invalidated by the failure to comply with the Idaho code§
63-1005(4) (d). And still further issues arising are whether
the Defendant's decision to ~chargeH delinquent property
taxpayers $500.00 in lieu of itemizing in detail the
delinquency costs and fees incident to the delinquency and
notice up to and including the date of the mailing of such
notice was made upon unlawful procedure, Idaho Code§ 631-0-06{a), whether the decision clearly erroneous in view of
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the record, Idaho Code§ 63-1006(b), and whether the
decision was arbitrary, capricious, or characterized by
abuse of discretion or clearly an unwarranted exercise of
discretion, Idaho Code§ 63-1006(c). The question raised
entails interpreting the statute, specifically, "what do
the words in the statute 'itemizing and detailing' mean",
the answer thereto being a determinative key to the case's

ratio decidendi.
9. A transcript is not requested nor is one required. To the
best of Plaintiffs' knowledge and belief, the facts of this
case are not disputed.

Further, Idaho Code§ 63-1006 (2)

requires the Defendant to make a final decision in writing
wherein findings of fact and conclusions of law are
specified, and that such written decision be mailed to
Chavez.

No written decision which included findings of

fact and conclusions of law has, as aforesaid, been has
been mailed to Chavez and this failure of the Defendant
obviates the need for a transcript. The fact that the
Defendant decided as it did, namely, to enter and record a
tax deed without a written decision is a fait accompli and
whether and why the Defendant decided as it did will in no
way, shape, or form assist the Court in deciding the issues
in the case_.

10.

The undersigned hereby certifies he served a copy of th-e
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above and foregoing Petition upon the Defendant by
personally leaving the same at the Defendant's attorney's
office, namely, the office of the Canyon County Prosecuting
Attorney on the 19th day of April, 2010, and that he has

paid the Defendant Canyon County Commissioner's clerk the
estimated fee for preparation of the transcript and for the
preparation of the record

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray the Court reverse the
decision of the Defendant, holding the Defendant failed comply_
with the statute in question by substituting $500.00 in lieu of
itemizing in detail the costs and expenses incident to the

alleged delinquency, order the issuance of the tax deed by the
Defendant to be null and void and of no effect, award Pet:i.tioner
his costs pursuant to I.R.C.F. Rule 54(d) and attorney fees
pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 12-117 and/or 63-1006(5), and for such
other and further relief as the Court may deem just and equitable
in the premises.
DATED: ~ - 9 _ ._ _____

Ismael Chavez
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APR 3 0 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLEFIK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

)
)
)
)
)
Petitioners,
)
)
)
vs.
)
CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, )
through it duly elected BOARD OF
)
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
)
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax )
collector,
)
)
Respondent.
)
)
ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES,
MERCADO,

Case No. CV-2009-12900-C
SCHEDULING ORDER ON
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

______________

Upon review of this file, this Court finds that a Petition for Judicial Review was timely
filed on April 19, 2010, and the matter is assigned to this Court. This Court finds that this matter
shall be heard as an appellate proceeding pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84, Idaho
Code63-1006(4), and this court's Order dated April 9, 2010.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Clerk of the Agency prepare an original and two (2)
copies of the transcript and clerk's record. Further, that the Clerk of the Agency immediately
prepare and file and Estimate of the Cost of Preparation of Transcripts and the Clerk's Record on
SCHEDULING ORDER - 1 -
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Appeal. Upon receipt of the Notice of Estimate, the petitioner shall have fourteen ( 14) days to pay
for the transcript. If it is not paid, the court may conditionally dismiss the action.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the Agency shall notify the counsel for all
parties in writing by mail or delivery, that the transcript has been lodged with the court. The notice
shall inform the parties that they may pick up a copy of the transcript and that the parties have
fourteen (14) days from the date of the notice in which to file any objections to the transcript. If no
objection is filed within fourteen (14) days from the date of the mailing or delivery of the notice to
the parties, then the transcript is deemed settled. Any objection made to a transcript and record shall
be determined by the agency within fourteen (14) days ofreceipt thereof. The agency's decision on
the objection shall be included in the record on petition for review.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the agency shall transmit the settled transcript, and
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(k), the agency shall submit to and file with this Court the agency record
forty-two (42) days from the service of this Order. The agency shall notify all parties or their
attorneys of the agency's filing.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any party desiring to augment the transcript or record
with additional materials presented to the agency may move the district court within twenty-one
(21) days of the filing of the settled transcript and record in the same manner and pursuant to the
same procedure for augmentation of the record in appeals to the Supreme Court. Where statute
provided for the district court itself to take additional evidence, the party desiring to_ present
additional evidence must move the court to do so within twenty-one (21) days of the filing of the
transcript and record with the district court.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all motions shall be filed with the district court, except
those expressly required to be filed before the agency, and shall be served upon the parties in the
SCHEDULING ORDER - 2 -
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'·

same manner as motions before the district court.

All motions must be accompanied with a

supporting memorandum or brief. The opposing party shall have fourteen ( 14) days from the
service to file a response or reply brief.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Petitioner's brief shall be filed within thirty-five (35)
days of the date that the transcript is filed. The responding brief shall be filed within twenty-eight
(28) days thereafter and any reply brief shall be filed within twenty-one (21) days. The content and
arrangement of the briefs shall comply with the requirements for briefs filed with the Supreme
Court according to the Idaho Appellate Rules.
This judicial review may be decided upon the briefs and without oral argument in the
absence of an objection from either party.
FAILURE TO SUBMIT BRIEFS WITHIN THE AFORESAID TIME PERIOD OR
FAILURE TO SHOW CAUSE WHY BRIEFS HAVE NOT BEEN SUBMITTED WITHIN THE
PROPER TIME PERIOD WILL RESULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPEAL WITH
PREJUDICE.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was forwarded to
the following persons on this

,3lt

.µ,__

day of April, 2010.

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Canyon County Board of Commissioners
c/o Canyon County Clerk
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

/

Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Attn: Carlton Ericson
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Theresa Randall
Canyon County Appeals Clerk
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

William H. Hurst
Clerk of the District Court
By:

KCANNO~.C,'-~~
Deputy Clerk
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(
Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: {208) 459-0192

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,

case No.: ~09-12900*C

)
)
Petitioners,)
)

-v-

)

ORDBR

)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Respondent.)
UPON the motion of Plaintiff Ismael Chavez for order
staying the Order of the Defendant concerning enforcement
of the Defendant Board of County Commissioners, pendente

lite, including but not limited to the issuance and
recordation of any tax deed,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this does order that the said
motion is hereby granted
the 3 rd day of May, 2010.
DATED:

District Judge
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JOHN T. BUJAK, ISB #5544
CASRLTON R. ERICSON, ISB #5845
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

MAY O7 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLE~
C DOCKINS, DEPUTY~y

Attorneys for Respondent

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

CASE NO. CV2009-12900-C

jSMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO,

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER

Petitioners,
vs.

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax
collector,
Res ondent.

This Court held a hearing on May 3, 2010 with regard to Petitioners' motion, the focus of
which was to obtain an order staying Respondent from selling the subject property at a tax deed
sale prior to a resolution of this matter. Respondent informed the Court that it had withdrawn the
property from the list of properties to be sold, and had acknowledged the need to wait for the
resolution of this matter before proceeding to sell them. Based on that representation, this Court
ordered that it would enter a stay for one hundred eighty ( 180) days in accordance therewith.

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER
CHAVEZ V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09- l2900-C
9- l l l 7
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Petitioners' proposed order is broader than the order entered by the Court as it appears to
include a stay of the issuance and recording of a tax deed on the properties. Those actions, of
course, cannot be stayed because they actions have already occurred.
Respondent has attached herewith a proposed order which more accurately reflects the
Court's order at the hearing.

,·HL-

DATEn this _L day of May, 2010.
JOHN T. BUJAK,
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney

6d4~~

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Attorneys for Respondents

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER
CHAVEZ V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 7!~ay of May, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER to be served on the following in the
manner indicated:

~~]

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094

[
[
[

]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile
Email

Jat;~GcvvL--

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER
CHAVEZ V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

MAY 1D 20to
CANY~O~ CLERK
'DEPUTY

U' -

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,

)
)
)

Case No.: CV09-12900*C

Petitioners,)
-v-

)
)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
et al,
)
Respondent.}

RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT'S

OBJECTION TO PROPOSED
ORDER

The Respondent has filed an objection to the proposed
stay order submitted by Petitioner Chavez (~Chavez").
Respondent's counsel asserts he represented at the hearing
on Chavez's motion for a stay the Respondent had withdrawn
the properties in question from the list of properties to
be sold and that it acknowledged the need to wait for the
resolution of this matter before proceeding to sell the
properties. Thus based on the representation the Court then
ordered a stay in accordance with the counsel's
representation for one hundred eighty (180) days. The
proposed order, said counsel says, is broader than the
order entered by the Court at the hearing. It seems, the
assertion continues, to include a stay restraining the
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/

Respondent from issuing and recording tax deeds on the
properties when the issuance and recordation of the deeds
have already occurred, counsel claims.

Counsel then claims

another proposed order that more accurately reflected the
Court's verbal order at the hearing was attached to the
objection.

Chavez responds to the objection as follows:

1. First, the record should reflect that the hearing on
Chavez's motion had been scheduled for May 3, 2010, at 9:30
o'clock a. m. Respondent's counsel was about fifteen (15)
late after having had to be called by the court clerk and
informed the Court and Chavez were waiting for him.

Said

counsel offered neither an excuse nor an apology for his
tardiness. This kind of behavior supports the view held by
Chavez that this case is viewed as nothing more than a
nuisance and not to be seriously taken. It shows
Respondent's counsel was unprepared in that he failed to
raise any specific objections and failed to file any
objection to the motion and any memorandum prior to the
hearing. No specific objection was made nor was any
specific alternative order provided by counsel at the
hearing.

Given the lack of a specific argument or a timely

and specific counter-proposal by the Respondent, the Court
acted properly in signing the proposed order.
2. As Chavez understood the hurried colloquy between the
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Court and Chavez, the Court granted the motion to stay with
the proviso the stay would be limited to 120 days.

Thus,

except for including the 120 day proviso limit set by the
Court the proposed order mirrored the motion's and the
statute's wording. See paragraph 1 of the Motion and§ 631006(4), Idaho Code. Hearing on the whole motion lasted
less time than the time waiting for belated opposing
counsel to appear at the scheduled hearing.

At the end of

the hearing, Chavez had to literally yell at Your Honor as
he was leaving the courtroom ~do the 120 days start as of
today?", to which the Court yelled back, "yes" or words to
that effect. Respondent's counsel neither interposed an
objection nor did he ask for any clarification at the
hearing regarding the Court's order.

The Court therefore

properly signed the proposed order.
3.

What is sought by the Order is a stay concerning

enforcement of the Respondent's order. See, again, Idaho
Code§ 63-1006(4).

A deed's validity, including a tax

deed, has several requirements that must be met in order
for the deed to be efficacious.

For example, a deed must

be delivered to the grantee. Thus, the "enforcement" of the
Commissioners' order may entail more than what was
represented by counsel that the properties will not be
sold. That the Respondent Canyon County Commissioners did
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make a de facto finding they were satisfied that the
Respondent Canyon County Tax Collector had fulfilled the
requirements of§ 63-1005, Idaho Code, and that a
delinquency was owing on the property and that such
delinquency had not been paid, whereupon the Commissioners
directed the County Tax Collector to issue and record a tax
deed in favor of Canyon County is admitted, albeit without
the Commissioners' decision so directing the Tax Collector
failing to include the statutory requisite findings of fact
and conclusions of law. See Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2) (last
sentence).
Whether the requirements of Idaho Code§ 63-1005, were
indeed fulfilled is an issue now before this Court.

The

record more than adequately reflects Petitioners position
and from whence it can more than reasonably be concluded
the gist of the case, namely, that the word ~summary" and
the words "itemize in detail" are ordinary, common-day
words and are not synonymous or are not so ambiguous as to
be construed as meaning close to the same thing.
Petitioners have established a prima facie case.
Establishing such prima facie case is fatal to Respondent's
position. Hence, Petitioners are entitled to at least 120
days protection from ~enforcement" of the order of the
Commissioners pendente lite, as provided by the statute.
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See, again, Idaho Code§ 63-1006(4).

The Court ostensibly

agreed in exercising its discretion and granting Chavez's
motion.

The Court accordingly signed the proposed order.

Granting of the motion was an appropriate exercise of the
Court's discretion and signing of the order was a proper
act of the Court.
4.

As stated the hearing on Chavez's motion was held on

May 3, 2010, close to 10:00 o'clock a.m.

On that same day,

early in the afternoon, Chavez submitted the proposed order
to the Court. Prior to submitting the proposed order to the
Court Chavez served copies of the proposed order and of the
letter on the Respondent's counsel.

The Court signed the

proposed Order that day. The order is a simple one-page
document.

At no time between May 3, 2010, and May 6, 2010,

did opposing counsel raise any objections by filing the
same with the Court. Again it appears that the Respondents
are simply making a hurried and extempore response to an
order which the Respondent had had sufficient time to
object and to which the Respondent failed again to timely
do. The Court acted properly.
5. As stated hereinbefore, Counsel claims another proposed
order that more accurately reflected the Court's verbal
order at the hearing was attached to the objection. No copy
of such order was attached to the copy of the objection
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served upon Chavez, showing this cased is viewed as nothing
more than a nuisance and not to be taken seriously, an
attitude which Chavez is finding more and more tiresome and
in a way hectoring.
The order of this Court of May 3, 2010 should stand as
signed.

The undersigned hereby certifies he served a copy of
the above and foregoing motion upon the Canyon County
Prosecuting Attorney by personally delivering the same to
his office at the Canyon County courthouse on the&,_ day

of May, 2010.
DATED: May

Ismael Chavez

BEFEHLT IST BEFEHLT
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208)459-0192

I!~

JUN O3 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
Case No.: CV09-12900*C
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,
Petitioners, )
)

-v-

9M.

)
)
)

MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD AND NOTICE
OF HEARING

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
et al,
)
Respondent.)
MOTTON

Petitioner Ismael Chavez respectfully and moves the
Court pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 30 and this Court's
scheduling order filed April 30, 2010 for an order
augmenting the appellate record in the above-entitled
appeal with copies of Resolution No. 09-169, copies of the
Notices of Pending Issuance of Tax Deed dated September 18,
2009, copies of undated letters from the county treasurer
informing petitioners a tax deed had been issued, and
copies of the affidavits filed by said Petitioner and of
record with this Court, said copies being attached hereto
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and by reference made a part hereof.

The Defendant should

also be ordered the Defendant to produce and make part of
the record the so-called Affidavit of Compliance.
RO'fiCE OF BBARDrG

NOTICE is hereby given that the Defendant will bring
the above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the

;a--

Honorable Stephen Drescher, District Judge, on the
day of June, 2010, at

/U: tJ

J

7

o'clock A . m. or as soon

thereafter as counsel may be heard.
CERTIFTCATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that he served a true
and correct copy of the attached MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD by personally delivering the same to the Office of
the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, Canyon County
courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho on the
Dated: June

3

, 2010.

Ismael Chavez

MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - Page 2 of 2
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day of June, 2010.
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RESOLUTION NO.

;)!/-/ !,

r

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING AN INCREASE IN THE FEE CHARGED
TO COLLECT COSTS INCURRED BY CANYON COUNTY IN THE PROCESS OF
COLLECTING DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAXES
The following resolution and order was considered and adopted by the Canyon County,
day of July, 2009.
Idaho Board of Commissioners on this

3r

Upon motip.P of <:f.mmissifner
Commissioner
U; r1£U1(1

t::ef

A <l-ef
J

and the second by

, the Board resolves as follows:

WHEREAS, Idaho Code § 3 I -80 I grants general powers and duties, ~~bject_ t~Jhe
restrictions of law, to the boards of county commissioners in their respective counties; and
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §§ 63-1002 and 63-1005 authorize a county to collect the costs
incurred by it in the processing and collection of delinquent property taxes, including the costs of
certified mailings, title searches, advertising and all other expenses for the processing and
collection of the delinquency; and
WHEREAS, Idaho Code §§ 31-870(1) and 63-1311 require that the fees imposed and
collected by the County must be reasonably related, and not exceed, the actual cost of the
services being rendered; and

WHEREAS, during the tax deed process, extensive work is done by the Canyon County
Treasurer as the tax collector in order to ( l) identify all parties of interest in a piece of property,
(2) locate valid mailing addresses, (3) locate and contact by telephone individuals, including
neighbors, prior owners, current owners, etc., to obtain additional information that may not be
recorded relating to the subject property, (4) obtain history related to the property, (5) prepare
required letters notifying recorded parties in interest of the pending action, (6) prepare a legal
notice to be published in the newspaper advertising all delinquent accounts, (7) payment of the
publication costs, (8) personally visit and post notice on the property, and (9) make personal
contact with the property owners; and
WHEREAS, Idaho Code § 31-870( I) authorizes the Board of County Commissioners to
" ... impose and collect fees for those services provided by the County which would otherwise be
funded by ad valorem tax revenues"; and
WHEREAS, the present cost schedule utilized by the Canyon County Treasurer is a
graduated cost schedule which has been in place for at least twelve (12) years, and which does
not accurately reflect the costs incurred by the county for properties that proceed to the tax deed
stage; and

WHEREAS, the Canyon County Treasurer's Department has determined that the actual
costs incurred to get delinquent property to the tax deed stage is in excess of Five Hundred
RESOLUTION NO. tJ

FEE INCREASE; TAX DEED PROCESS
Page I of 2
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Dollars ($500.00 ), and as a result, wishes to adopt a single level fee of Five Hundred Dollars
($500.00) to be attached to the delinquent properties; and

WHEREAS, Idaho Code § 63-131 lA requires the Board of County Commissioners to
hold a regular special meeting, with proper notice, for any "fee increase that exceeds five percent
(5%) of the amount of the fee last collected or a decision imposing a new fee ... "; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners conducted a public hearing on the
above proposed revised cost on July 31, 2009 at 9:00 a.m.; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners finds good cause to adopt the cost of
Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be imposed on delinquent properties that proceed to a tax
deed status, which is less than the actual cost incurred by the County for the tax deed process on
individual delinquent properties.
NOW THEREFORE, THE BOARD HEREBY RESOLVES, that the Canyon County
Treasurer shall impose a Five Hundred Dollar ($500.00) fee for costs incurred for collection of
property taxes that are three years or more delinquent, and for which the County begins the tax
deed process.
IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED BY THE BOARD that this Resolution shall be
effective this _3,l day of July, 2009.

~Motion Carried Unanimously
_ _ Motion Carried/Split Vote Below
Motion Defeate Split Vote Below
Yes

No

Did Not Vote

H. HURST, CLERK

FEE rNCREASE; TAX DEED PROCESS
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 10 9 4
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208)459-0192

9.

l_A k_§__
t\N OIt 2010

~ANYON COUNTY CLERK
. ' K CANNON. DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
Case No.: CV09-12900*C
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,
On behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,
Plaintiffs/Petitioners,)
)

)

-v-

)
)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,}
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, }
Defendant/Respondent.)
State of Idaho
County of Canyon

)
) ss.
)

Ismael Chavez, being first duly sworn upon oath,
deposes and says:
1.

Affiant has personal knowledge of the facts related
in this affidavit;

2.

M

This affidavit is made in support of Affiant's motion
of summary judgment;

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Page 1 of 4
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3.

Ismael Chavez ("Chavez") and Do

res Mercado are

joint 0wners of two adjoining parcels of land located
in Canyon County, Idaho, who have been served with
Notices of Issuance of Tax Deeds (hereinafter the
"Notices").
4.

The Defendant, namely, the County of Canyon, State
of Idaho, is a body politic and political subdivision
of the State of Idaho and at all times relevant
hereto the Defendant has been acting through the duly
elected county treasurer and ex-officio tax collector
and the Canyon County Board of County Commissioners.

5.

The two parcels of the of affiant and Dolores
Mercardo are identified thus: one parcel is referred
to by the Defendant by the number 213755500 and is
legally described as lot 1, block 1, of Dee Ann
Meadows Subdivision and the other parcel is
identified as number 21375511 and is legally
described as lot 6, block 2, Dee Ann Meadows
Subdivision. On or about September 18, 2009, the
Defendant served Chavez with Notices on the two
properties, copies of said Notices being attached to
the Complaint as Exhibits "A" and "B".

6.

On or about October 8, 2009, Chavez responded to the
otices by serving the Defendant with an Answer and

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Page 2 of 4
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Obj~cticn to the Notices pursuant to Idaho Code§ 631G06,2), requesting discovery pursuant to Idaho Code
§

63-1006 ( 4) (g). No discovery was given. Chavez

maintained the county's Notices were invalid for
failure to itemize the costs as required by the
statute, infra, and in lieu of itemizing inserting
the sum of $500.00 per Notice.

The Defendant

responded its resolution attached to the complaint as
Exhibit "C" "amending the statutell by imposing a

$500.00 fee in lieu of having to itemize as being
within its authority and discretion to do so.

Chavez

attended a hearing before the Defendant. The county
made no decision containing findings of fact and
conclusions as required by Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2).
7.

Instead, on December 3, 2009, Affiant received
letters informing affiant that tax deeds in favor of

- ///-~ I
\JJ{:l .

Canyon County had been iss~ed on the two parcels.

Ismael Chavez

Subscribed and Sworn to before me t h i s ~ day of

N~YuJ:#E:~
m;d,d\Jtfoll
J:.D
v
I
p.-.p \t"C.~, «"'a.'f J.. "l

Residing
at:
.
(LWi\V'f\l=:,">1u()

I

J-0 I "-i

IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUM:MARY
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~y Commission expires:

CZRTIFICATZ OF SZRVICZ
The undersigned hereby certifies he served a copy of
the above and foregoing motion upon the Canyon County
Prosecuting Attorney by personally delivering the same to
his office on the

l{

day of January, 2010.

DATED: January

;__/ , 2010.

~+---i
-l
=-...;._/

Ismael Chavez

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Page 4 of 4
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..
Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
?. o. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

~IJ5 D

F I L .·-----AM ..

P.M.

FE:3 0 8 2uf0
CAi\lYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

Case No.: CV09-12900*C

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
)
DOLORES MERCADO,
)
On behalf of themselves and
}
others similarly situated,
)
Plaintiffs/Petitioners,)
)
)

-v-

)
)

SUPPLEMENTAL
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Defendant/Respondent.)
State of Idaho
County of Canyon

)
) ss.
)

Ismael Chavez, being first duly sworn upon oath,
deposes and says:
1.

Affiant has personal knowledge of the facts related
in this affidavit;

2.

This affidavit is made in support of Affiant's motion
of summary judgment;

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Page 1 of 2
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.,

3.

On or about Cecember 3, 20009, Ismael Chavez received
by certified mail,

Canyon County,

return receipt requested, from the

Idaho, Treasurer's Department letters,

copies of said letters being attached hereto and by
"

reference made a part 1:).ereof. ·,
-

i

'

//

/

J~t-{

1

Ismael Chavez /
.-1.i:

Subscribed and Sworn to before me t h i s ~ day of
January, 2010.
Notary Pu 1c for Idaho
Residing at: f(\ 10.6.\t..\o(l
My Commission expires: mai

01' SERVICB
The undersigned hereby certifies he served a copy of
the above and foregoing motion upon the Canyon County
Prosecuting Attorney by personally delivering the same to
his office on t h e £ day of February, 2010.
DATED: February

~ ,

2010.

-:r~.
/~
~-/(_{/
/'

!

Ismael~a

PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT - Page 2 of 2
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CA:--.JYON COL'~TY
TRL\SLRER'S DEPART'.'vlENT
1115 ALBANY STREET
CALDWELL, IDAHO 83605
CHAVEZ, ISMAEL
'.'vlERCADO, DEU iRES
151 l ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

Certified No.

Article #:71791000164450047062

This letter is to inform you that on November 20, 2009, a Tax Deed was issued in favor of
CANYON COCNTY, ST ATE OF IDAHO, by TRACIE LLOYD, Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax
Collector for Canyon County, State of Idaho, in compliance with Idaho Code §§63-1005 and 631006, on the following described property:
Account No. R2 l 3755 l l 0
Parcel No.0 17700020060
Section: 34-5N-3W SW DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB
LOT6BLK2
Site Address/ Location Description: 0 PHILLIPS LN, MI
Acreage: 0.59
The name and last known address of the record owner or owners of said property were:
CHAVEZ, ISMAEL
MERCADO, DELORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

t

If you are interested in redeeming said property you must pay any delinquency, including
late charges, accrued interest and costs, including, but not limited to, title search and other
professional fees. All payments must be in the form of cashier's checks, money orders, certified
checks or cash. NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
Idaho Code §63-1007 sets forth the time and manner in which your redemption right
expires.
For more information contact the Treasurer's Department at 1115 Albany, Room 342,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 or Phone (208) 454-7354.
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TRACIE LLOYD
County Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax
Collector for Canyon County, Idaho

..411,
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CANYON COCNTY
TREASL'RER'S DEPART'.'vlENT
1115 ALBA\:Y STREET
CALDWELL. IDAHO 83605
CHAVEZ. ISMAEL
:VlERC ADO. DELORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL. ID 83605

Certified No.

Article #:71791000164450047055

This letter is to inform you that on November 20, 2009, a Tax Deed was issued in favor of
CANYON COUNTY, ST A TE OF IDAHO, by TRACIE LLOYD, Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax
Collector for Canyon County, State of Idaho, in compliance with Idaho Code §§63-1005 and 631006, on the following described property:
Account No. R21375505 0
Parcel No.0 17700010060
Section: 34-5N-3W SW DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB
LOT 6 BLK l
Site Address/ Location Description: 0 PHILLIPS LN, MI
Acreage: 0.60
The name and last known address of the record owner or owners of said property were:
CHAVEZ, ISMAEL
MERCADO, DELORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

If you are interested in redeeming said property you must pay any delinquency, including
late charges, accrued interest and costs, including, but not limited to, title search and other
professional fees. All payments must be in the form of cashier's checks, money orders, certified
checks or cash. NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
Idaho Code §63-1007 sets forth the time and manner in which your redemption right
expires.
For more information contact the Treasurer's Department at 1115 Albany, Room 342,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 or Phone (208) 454-7354 .
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TRACIE LLOYD
County Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax
Collector for Canyon County, Idaho
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F I A.k

Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

JUN O3 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

Case No.: CV09-12900*C

)

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,

-v-

)
)
Petitioners,)

)
)

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO AUGMENT
RECORD

)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)

et al,

)
Respondent. )

Idaho Code§ 63-1006(4) provides thus: ~Review [of an
appeal by the district court from a decision of the
commissioners} shall be conducted by the court without a
jury and shall be confined to the record in the county
minutes."

,§3 9.M.

Hence, the statute specifically limits the

review of the decision to ~county minutes".

In its

scheduling order filed April 30, 2010, the Court ordered a
transcript and the record be prepared. Petitioner Ismael
Chavez (~Chavez") objected to the ordering of ~he
transcript not because the statute confined the appeal to
the county minutes but on the grounds the salient,

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT-Page 1 of 5
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significant, and material facts of the case were not
disputed and because the Defendant failed to comply with
the statutory requirement that it enter findings of fact
and conclusions of law pursuant to Idaho Code§ 63-1006(2).
Chavez asserted and continues to maintain the transcript
would not and will not assist the Court in determining the
facts of the case. Chavez's position has been substantiated
by the transcript and the record. The only relevant
ttminutesu regarding the so-called tthearing" is found on
pages 2-3 of the Record wherein it is stated that Chavez"
questioned the $500 fee ... the Treasurer's Office charged
for delinquent accounts" and " ... he said he should receive
an itemized statement showing the expenses when he was sent
a notice of pending tax deed". Chavez also, the minutes
say, said the " ... Board does not have the power to set a
fee in place of providing an itemized statement".

The

minutes then relate that a "Carl Ericson [an attorney with
the prosecuting attorney's office] said a public hearing
regarding the adoption of the $500 fee was held in July".
The thrust of Mr. Ericson's remark is the absurd notion
that (1) a county may in effect amend a statute by
"resolution" and (2) upon publication of the adoption of
the resolution a property owner is on notice that a fixed
fee of $500 will be assessed against him in the event of a

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT-Page 2 of 5
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(
.

.
.I

three year delinquency and the taxpayer cannot thereafter
complain when assessed the $500.00 fee.
No hearing in any sense of the word was held. The
transcript clearly shows the commissioners simply wanted to
know (1) whether Chavez was going to pay the taxes and (2)
if he had a resolution(?). The commissioners were not
interested in the issue or hearing about it.

Like

everything else in this case, the hearing a joke and
treated as such. The Defendant's position at the hearing
can be discerned from the succinct conversation stated on
page 10, lines 10-17, of the transcript.

Chavez inquired

whether the decision of the Defendant would be " ... based on
... what you' re (meaning the commissioners) going to say the
prosecuting attorney tells ... [you and he is telling ... you
you] can do this [that is, charge a fixed fee of $500 in
lieu of itemizing] and [therefore] that ... [would be] ... the
Defendant's position". In response commissioner Ferdinand
responded "right". Chavez continued inquiring whether the
commissioners' position and therefore their decision would
be that the Defendant didn't " ... have to itemize
notwithstanding

the statute says ... they must itemize in

detail the fees and costs". Tr., p. 10, lines 14-17; Again,
Commissioner Ferdinand responded "right". That was the sum
and substance of the "hearing".

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT-Page 3 of 5
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This Court cannot, given the so-called "hearing" did
not address the issue raised and the statute's limitation
of the "record" to the county "minutes", be expected to
render a fair decision on such miniscule evidence.
Court needs a complete record.

The

This case started with the

service of Notices of Pending Issuance of Tax Deeds. The
notices contain information germane to the issue raised by
petitioners. The so-called Findings of Fact on page 14 of
the record states as a finding of fact the proper notices
were sent as required by law. Item 5. If the tax deeds were
made part of the record why were not the Notices? The
notices are necessary to the issue raised by Petitioner's.
The Notices should have been made a part of the record.
Similarly, copies of the so-called Affidavit of
Compliance and of the resolution should be part of the
record.

The commissioners were aware of the issue raised

by Petitioners and were thus aware that Petitioners were,
and are, challenging the verity of the so-called Affidavit
of Compliance. The "Affidavits" are an important part of
the case and were found to be "facts" by the commissioners.
The resolution is referred to in the transcript and the
Defendant raised the defendant that publishing of the
resolution gave the Defendant authority to amend the
statute.

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AUGMENT-Page 4 of 5
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The Defendant was responsible for the record and its
accuracy. To insert only what the Defendant wants on the
record and to omit copies of relevant documents is, as the
Defendant has been doing through-out this proceeding,
treating the case as a joke. It's not enough the Defendant
has all the advantages, the Defendant also cannot control
the record before this Court.
The letters sent to Petitioners informing them the tax
deed had been issued is ostensibly the ~decision" of the
Defendant. The letters should been made part of the record.
Petitioner Chavez's affidavits are already part of the
Court's record.

These affidavit should also be made part

of the appellate record.

The affidavits support the

"procedure" utilized and serve as a foundation for the
documents hereinabove mentioned.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC£'
The undersigned hereby certifies that he served a true
and correct copy of the attached STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD by personally delivering the
same to the Office of the Canyon County Prosecuting
Attorney, Canyon County courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho on the
--~- day of June, 2010.
Dated: June _;J__, 2010.
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F I A.tr

Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

~3

QM.

JUN 1 8 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
Case No.: CV09-12900*C
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,
Petitioners,)
)

-v-

)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION
TO AUGMENT RECORD

)
)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
et al,
)
Respondent.)
The motion of Petitioner Ismael Chavez for an order to
augment the appellate record in the above-entitied appeal
having come regularly before the Court the 17cn day of June,
2010, said petitioner being present and the Respondent not
having been present,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this does order that the
motion is granted and the copies of Resolution No. 09-169,
copies of the Notices of Pending Issuance of Tax Deed dated
September 18, 2009, copies of undated letters from the
county treasurer informing petitioners a tax deed had been
issued, and copies of the affidavits filed by said

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - Page 1 of 2
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Petitioner and of record with this Court, being attached to
the motion are hereby made part of the appellate record,
and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED and this does order that the
Defendant produce and file with the Court a copy of the socalled Affidavit of Compliance, with a copy of the same
being provided to the Petitioner, within ten (10) days of
the date of
, 2010.

Stephen Drescher
District Judge

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT RECORD - Page 2 of 2
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208)459-0192

JUL 0 8 2010
CANYON COUNTY C ~
C DOCKINS, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,

)
)
)

Case No.: CV09-12900*C

Petitioners,)
)

-v-

9u.

)

)
)

MOTION FOR AN ORDER
IN RE CONTEMPT AND
NOTICE OF HEARING

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF !DAHO,)
)

Respondent.)
Petitioner Ismael Chavez respectfully moves the
Court for an Order pursuant to I. R. C. P. Rule 75
setting a date and time for a hearing on the issue of
whether the Respondent Canyon County Board of County
Commissioners should not be held in contempt and to
advise said Respondent of both the charge against it
and the rights it is entitled thereunder.
Petitioner represents to the Court as follows:
Idaho Code§ 63-1005(8) provides in relevant part
thus:
No less than five (5) working days prior to the
date on which the tax deed shall be issued, the
county tax collector shall make an affidavit of

MOTION IN RE CONTEMPT - Page 1 of 2
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\

compliance stating that he has complied with the
conditions of issuance of the notice of pending
issue of tax deed described in this section, and
stating with particularity the facts relied on as
constituting such compliance.
As stated in the affidavit filed in support hereof, on
June 18, 2010, the Court entered an Order directing the
Respondent to produce and file with the Court a copy of the
so-called Affidavit of Compliance, with a copy of the same
being provided to the Petitioner, within ten (10) days of
the date of this Order.

~he Respondent has failed to

comply with the Court's order.
NOTICB 01' BZARDfG

NOTICE is hereby given that the Defendant will bring
the above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the
Honorable Stfhen Drescher, District Judge, on t h e ~
day of

J;tj;/.,S ZOlO,

at

:2; Jo

o'clock -P--m- or as soon

thereafter as counsel may be heard.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that he served a true
and correct copy of the above and foregoing document by
personally delivering the same to the Office of the Canyon
County Prosecuting Attorney, Canyon County courthouse,
Caldwell, Idaho on the
of July, 2010.
Dated: July :J.-,
-10.

.;{_:_yay
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Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. o. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

JUL O8 2010
CANYON COUNTY~

C DOCKINS, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
case No.: CV09-12900*C

)

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,

)
)
Petitioners,)
)

-v-

)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR AN ORDER
IN RE CONTEMPT

)
)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
et al,
)
Respondent.)
State of Idaho

)
) ss.
County of Canyon)
Ismael Chavez (~affiant"), being first duly sworn upon
oath, deposes and states as follows:
1. Affiant has personally knowledge of the facts
stated herein;
2. On June 18, 2010, the Court entered an Order
directing the Respondent to produce and file with
the Court a copy of the so-called Affidavit of
Compliance, with a copy of the same being provided
to the Petitioner, within ten (10) days of the date
of this Order;

AFFIDAVIT IN RE CONTEMPT - Page 1 of 2
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3. The Respondent Canyon County Board of Commissioners
("BOCC") failed to comply with the aforesaid Order
of this Court as of July 7-r; 2010.
/

/,

/?

r· ,//·· /1/'

)(

'
'

/

I

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me the
July, 2010.

7 t!)

day of

i~bl~
X::u
£ip,feb fY'\Ay

Residing at: )lo.mr'l,
ComM\55.lO(l
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(
JOHN T. BUJAK, ISB #5544
CARL TON R. ERICSON, ISB #5845
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

_F_ __,,A.k fu >9.M.
JUL 13 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, On behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,

CASE NO. CV09-12900-C

AUGMENTATION OF RECORD

Plaintiffs/Petitioners,
vs.

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax
collector,
Defendants/Res ondents.

Attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2 are the Affidavits of Compliance that were ordered
by the Court to be filed to augment the record in the above-referenced case.
DATED this

l~f"!ay of July, 2010.

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents
AUGMENTATION OF RECORD
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
Page I of 2
9- I I 17

OOOO'i'S

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this lil_fl-ay of July, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of
the foregoing AUGMENTATION OF RECORD to be served on the following in the manner
indicated:

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094

[f]
]
]

[
[

[fl

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

AUGMENTATION OF RECORD
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 2 of 2
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* * AFFIDAVIT OF COMPLIANCE * *
'.:D

~

C')

--< :,,,.

STATE

'y ~ ~:

or IDAHO
; ss.

or CANYON

COUNTY

i3

0

I-'

i1•1

w

c'.'l
0
;u
t:,

:;..

fY:; ·=

TRACIE LLOYD being firnt duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

N

c::,

u.;,,

.~ ~~;.:;

p - C

>

g
C

$ ;. ;

~

-l

(D

:"' OoS
...
;;o

~

:1.,

(:'T

c;

C)

CD
0

u,
~

en
N

I. That affiiml is duly elected and qualified Tax Collector in and for Canyon Count~tate of!Wnho.
:::c
co

-J

2. That affiant has fully complied with the provisions of Section 63-1005, Idaho Code, by reason of
the following:

a. On SEPTEMBER 18, 2009, affiant served or caused to be served a copy of Notice of Pending
Issue of Tax. Deed by registered or certified mail with retum receipt demanded upon the
record owner or owners and/or any party in interest demanding notice for the following
described property:
Account Number: 6R21375-505- -0

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
Parcel No. 017700010060
Section 34-5N-3W SW DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB
LOT6BLK I
Site Address: 0 PHILLIS LN Ml

h. A copy of said return is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and hereby incorporated by
reference herein.

c. Said Notice was served by publishing a copy thereof in the IDAHO PRESS-TRIBUNE for
four (4) consecutive weeks, beginning on OCTOBER 5, 2009 ENDING OCTOBER 26, 2009
A copy of Affidavit of Publication is attached hereto as Exhibil "B".
d. All other Notices (i.e. Yearly Tax Notices) have been given as rC{luircd by Idaho Code.
3, That a copy of said Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" , and that the total amount of
unpaid taxes, late fee, interest, cost and fees up lo the date of Notice was $558. 74.

-~--~--~~e-~'4------County Treasurer and Ex-officio Tax Collector
for Canyon County, State of Idaho.

--

-

On this 13TH DAY OF NOVEMBER 2009, before me JERI SULLENS in and for said County of Canyon,
State of Idaho, personally appeared TRACIE LLOYD known to me to be the County Treasurer and
ex-officio Tax Collector of said Canyon County, and who executed the within insbllment as such
and acknowledged to me that TRACIE LLOYD executed the same as such officer.

........lJI/
s

.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l have hereunto sel my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and
&J,f.ust above wnlten.
•• G..,,.......... J' ....,..
'-v •
•,
~
,,,,, \l LL

,,•

I ,.~

i•I (

••

~

..

01ARr \ •

•

.,.-

\

..,, u"l' ••••••~W(~
...,.,,,,,,
-11'1·
..

.

.,,,.

:

/o j

•!'-~ •

.n .._,

-=:.

c.,:::

.,_ l>UB\,\

I

~~----------------------Residing at Greenleaf, Idaho Commission expires 06/26/2016
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CHAVEZ ISMI\EL
MERCADO DOLORES
,511 ARTHUR ST
C,A.\.DWELl., lO 83605

181 Certllled
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NOTICE OF PENDING ISSUE OF TAX DEED
CERllFIED

S1ATE OF IDAHO

Na.

S 5.

COUNTY OF CANYON
TO: CHAVEZ ISMAEL

MERCADO DOLORES
LS11 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

YOU ARE HEREBY NOlIFIED, as Follows:
1.

lhat: a dell1quenoy oacurred 01 Jaruarv 1, 20117 ln tie records of tlll County Trnsurer as hi
Collector of Canyo1 County, State of Iiato far tht folloultg descrlbel propertr (hereinafter
referred to n the "subject property"):

6R21375-505- -0

0177000l0060
J4-SN-3W SW

Ac~es: 000.00
DEE ANN MEADOWS SUD

LOT 6 BLI-\ 1

Site Address: 0 PHILLIS LN MI
2.

Thlt: the n11e(s) ml Int knovn address(e-.) of the ret"Ord 01uer or ouaers of reoard of the
5ubject pro,ertv h:

GHAYEZ [SMAEL

MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST

CALDWELL,

ID

83605

3. 1hat nl d dellnqul'tC¥ exists in respect to the usesstll!nt rn4 subsequent unpaU taxes F11r 2006.
4.

That tht total a11011nt due H of 0'118/2009 ls:

Amount: of Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43. 42
Amount o~ Late Chg C27.> .............. 88
Interest < 12%) pe-r annum . . . . . . . . . . 14. 44
Cost and Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500. 00

Total Due as af SEPTEMBER 18, 2009

1iS59.7'!

CALL 454-7354 ""FOR CURRENT PAYMENT INFORMATION.
COSTS, FEES AND INTEREST MAV BE DUE UPON PAYMENT.

OTHER

Page

1 of 2
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_____________________
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,..

CHAVEl ISl'IAEL
1•1El~CADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, rD
83605

6R21375-SOS- -0

CERTIF[ED No.

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED,
~- That if s~ii dl!lin,ul!ncy is not redeened on or before HOVtHDER 20,2007, by pavneat to the C1nvan
Count:y rrosl.ll'er, of s1id unp1i4 taxes tagether uiU hte ch1rge 1 inbl'l!St and all costs H( expeMes,
I, as Tre1surer anl lax Collector for Ca1yon Countv, State of Idaho, ihtll thereupon, as re,uired ly
lau, Make a,plicatla1 to thr Bo1rd of County l:onNissloners of Carr,,on County, State of Ida~o, for a hx
Deed to hsue on Ue subject ~roperty in Fwor of CtnVoD Cou1ty uith 1bsolute title, free of all
encuttbrancu, exoe,t aW{ rrnrt1a1es of reaord to Ue holderr. of uhich 1otioe hat 1ot been sett and inv
lien for pl'Clperty tues uhitb Nty have attact-ed svbmJJent ta the assessnent ud u~ lien for special
1sser.srtentsi

6. That If s1J4 deltn,uency is not redeerttd on or before HOVENOER 20,20Df in the rtatner descri~ed aboye
then it 9:0a O'CLOCK An 11ST 01 HOl..(ttDE~ 2D,2009 a t1x deed far tilt su~jeot pro,erty in faQor of Caiyan
County ulll be issue~ at tht lreasurer's Office, RoaN 3q2 Canyon County Courthouse, 111~ Rlbanv,
Caldutll, I bho by th Cwnty Treasurer 1s the fax Collector of Cinroa County, Shte of lido;
7. Pursuut to Idiho Cole 63-1D05(3), thl! record 011ntr or 011ntrs and pirt.it!S in lthrest of record
ihal.l be li~ble an~ pay to the county tax collector ill costs and fees in the trtparatlon, service aid
publlo at ion of suol 1otice anl the tax deed proce1s ind such cost:,; shill becont I perpetu1l lien upo1
tha property lo favor of th1 county tax c.olll!Ctor.

NOTICE
0.

0

H E AR I N G

F

A hearing shll be hdd befon the Cuyo1 County Boird of Connissioneri. on HOIJ[l111ER 20, 200, at the
kour of 9:00 O'CLOCK AM nsr or is soon Uernftn H the Niltter can bt ~eard, to del:l!rniae if a tilx
4eed for the subject property s iall be issued in faQor of Cuyon County.

9.

lht rtcarl eurwr or aul'Jli'rs an4 ,~rtles ii interut shall hilve adequatt opportullty to bP •eird, to

confront or cross-txui.lne any evidence or uitnl!ss a,a,nst tha record ou1er or 0111err., aad o~hin aid
present evl4enoe ot •ehalf of tie record 01111er or ouners or 1nv party i1 intertst. (t.L IKQOif«ES OR
0£1.ECTIDHS COICERHINC: TllIS HOUcr AHi> rHE DlFD.R6ATIOH COlff9IHED 1£R£II! SH!l.l 0[ 0111:CTED TO Tl£ CANYON
COl.lflY TR£ASUll:R, CAlt'IUf COUNTY CCIJRTHOUSE, 11H ~LDAlfl', Roon !q2, tl'ILDUEU., IMHO 8360~, PHO!£ no.
(218>454-735-4 110 LATER TtvlH F'lUE (5) llDRUII:' DAYS PRIIR TO TH£ HEIIRifft DA1£ HOTEO M11J£.

Dated this 18TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2009.

County TreJsurer an, ex-OfFitia Tax Collector
for Canyon County, ld1ho

By: : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Deputy

11 It 11 • •

Cuhier's check, n:,ney ord«r, certified check ar cash

II ll ~ • N

**NO PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE ACCEPTED**
.RQZ780
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* * AFFIDAVIT OF C01\1PLIAN.CE * *

/

STATE OF IDAHO

>

COUNTY OF CANYON

> ss.
>

r

TRACIE LLOYD being first duly sworn, deposes and says us follows:

-

W

~;::
·o

J. ,....,
I. That offiont is duly elected and qualified Tax Collector i11 nnd for Canyon Cot.mty,i~ ofilllho.

N
c:,

-;,
,..,

0

co

', J
((.,.,

0

:TJ
'-•

c.n

,.,l

-.J
Ul

Cl

.
~
C...)
2. That affia11l has fully complied with the provisions of Section 63-1005, Id11ho Codi( by rea~ of
the following:

N
C0

a. On SEPTEMBER 18, 2009, affianl served or caused to be served a copy of Notice of Pending
Issue of Tax Deed by registered or certified mail with re!um receipt demanded upon the
record owner or owners and/or nny party in interest demanding notice for the following
described property:
Account Number: 6R11 J 75-511- -0

\.:.-,,

r'

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
Parcel No. 017700020060
Section 34-5N-3W SW DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB
LOT6BLK.2
Site Address: 0 .PHILLIS LN MI

'i

b. A copy of said return is attached hereto :is Exhibit "A" and hereby incorporated by
reference herein.
c. Said Notice was served by publishing a copy thereof in Ute IDAHO PRESS-TRIBUNE for
four (4) consecutive weeks, beginning on OCTOBER 5, 2009 ENDING OCTOBER 26, 2009
A copy of Affidavit of Publication is attached hereto as Exhibit ''B" .
d. All other Notices (i.e. Yearly Tax Notices) have been given as required by Idaho Code.

3. That II copy of said Notice is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" , and that the total amount of
unpaid taxes, late fee, interest, cost and fees up to the date of Notice was $557.18.

~~6~-County Treasurer aad Ex-officio Tax Collector
for Canyon County, Stale ofldaho.

On this 13IB DAY OFN,O)!EMBER2009, before me JERI SULLENS in and for said County of Canyon,
State ofldaho, personally appeared TRACIE LLOYD known to me lo be the County Treasurer and
ex-officio Tax Collector of said Canyon Counly, and who executed the within instrument as such
and acknowledged to me that TRACIE LLOYD executed the same as such officer.
JN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereu11to set my hand and affixed my official seal, the day and

•••••••u..:YiMt-ii11.t above wriuen.

,,.-. \ S

1..L;e,4- •,.

,v .............J' "~':.
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Residing at Greenleaf, Idaho Commission expires 06/26/2016
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BHIBIT.--2---

TRACrE LLOYD
CANYON COUNTY TREASURER ANO

EX-OFF"ICIO TAX COUECTO~

P. 0. BOX 1010 - Caldl:Jelt, Idaho 83806

IHll~IHIH

S05.540

717~1000164450018628

INVESTORS FINANCIAL
PO BOX 4125

BOISE ID 83711.4125,

837

SE

1

96 09/24..109

RETURN TO SENDER
~TTEHPTEO - NOT ~NOWN
UMAGLE TO FORWARD

ec:

a35oe101010

N

~o63e-oo632-18-4~

17)

II II J. "ll11 II, I 11,,,, IL It II 1111, 11/1 ,1111 .. ,,,1111, II III II

e3e06@:1010

I

0
0
,-.

I

~i'!.$41:25 BiJQ2

··-·---------·--~--~,

:_~_A.rliclc Number
.... . ... ·~ ......
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~

t
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I
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?~?9L000164~50016b11
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0
(:i-iAVEZ ISMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL, ID 83605

Cod!'.2: 6R21375511 0

I

--------'

No

X

LL

IZJ Certified

--

(

4'1'1'1DA VIT OF l'lllll.lCATION
STATEOPlbAHO
I
) SS.

Coury of C.nyoa

)

MIIUS&McN<II

orNampa. C..i,,n Cooo<y, Idaho, bcfoa

13606

6111 duly 1wom, d. _ ,ad says:

- ···

.

I , Thal I •m• dliaa ol_,UailedSblc.s.
and 11 aD Cinttt kfdfta_f\rf rt!'l•ffld

.,...owirlM•el&lpa:ca,-..D
no( . ,-1)' l,o U'K lbon cn&nW w;tM
1. Thal hll dill PriMJpJe Cta\r of t.\c.
ldlho Pf1III.ntl:ane, I daily ftCWlplpd
..b...... ., ,i,.ci.,. .,,...,.., .....
CuliyofC~ 5'&l.c C>f'Jduo; ~ l
1M &Md .-P•i-' la io c-*•I
cwtllriu loit • dito- 11W c..n,y of

'

CM)'011, and la tile vicinity o(Nampa

Md C..ldwoh, and llu been
unbl\cm,Jl&ellly pGblll'hcd ill•'='
Couftl)' dl#klg I period of te.\<el\~•ct&tll

··-

COn&Cl:UU<n --kl pnor 10 ffl& finr
p\lblicarlon ar111i. nocJee. 1 «ipyof

111hioh ii bcrcto alHCbod,

3. Thu the Mlle, or.._tikb Iii• lMalf.ed U
l pn"ltfld DOp)', WU pllblidled ill Did
naw1p1191C • fi,ne(t) b !he teg)llat llfld.
1nritc btuo at uld papct, a:nd wu
printed in .-, ncwsp11pcr proper, 1r1d-DCX
Ii, 1111p9lM'l11N.

ThJI Hid 11otie4 WM p11blbhod lbe- (otlowia.g:
ION<I 1 0/ I091 IO/l9 ,. ID/26/09

"
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NOTICE OF PENDING ISSUE OF TAX DEED
CERTIF[ED No.

STATE OF IDAHO

ss.

COUNTY OF CANYON
TC:

CHAVEZ ISMAEL

MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST
CALDWELL,

ID

83605

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, as ,allows:
1. '!hat I delirquenav ocourred 01 Jaooarv 1, 2007 in Ue recol'ds of the County Trn!iurer as ln
Collectl'lr of Cinyo1 Count.v, State of Iia~o for the follouh9 desor lbel Jroperty (llerei nafter
rel"-en'ed to as the "!iub.Jl!Ct pro,erty"):

6R2137S-St1-

-o

017700020060
J4-SN-3W SW

Acres: 000.00
DEE ANN MEADOWS SUB

LDT 6 DU~ 2

Site Add~ess: 0 PHILLIS LN MI
2. 1hllt tht aane(s) i1d la<Jt knoun ilddress(ts) of tht record
tUIIJtot pro,erty i~:

OUl!r

or

Du111r11

of rtco'rd oF the

CHAVEZ ISMAEL
MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST

CALDWELL,

ID

83605

.!. That said d,llnque1cy exists in respeot to the iim~ssl'IE!nt Hd sukequHt unpaH taxes fur 2006.

4. That t/11 total tno11nt du4t is of 09/18/2009 is:

Amount of Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.24
Amount of Late Ch9 (27.) . . . . . . . . . . ,, .. 88
Interest (12Y.> pe~ annum .......... 14.06
Cost and Fees . , . . . . . . . . . . . , ...... 500.00
Total Due as a~ SEPTEMBER 18,

200~

$557, 18

=
CALL 454-7'354'''FOR CURRENT PAYMENT INFORMA1 ION.

OTHER COSTS,

FEES AND INTEREST MAY BE DUE UPON PAYMENT.
Page
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(

---- --·-···CHAVEZ

I.JR21375-51 l.-· -0

ISMAEL

MERCADO DOLORES
1511 ARTHUR ST

CALDWEL.L

ID

CERTIHED Na.

8'3605

YOU ARE FURTHER NOTI F'IED,

5. lhat: if siH dl!lin•ufncy is not redee11od on or before HOUEnt<ER 20,2001, by payneat to tlle C,nyon
County fre-asurer, of said unpiU taxes tqgeth!!r uJU late chn!lf!, inbrest ;ind all cosb in• expense5,
l, as Treasurer an, liX Collector for t~•von County, state of Id.ho, ~hill tbeTeupon, as Te1ulred ly
hu, wal:e a"licatlot to th• Boird of County Co111dssioners of Cano1on County, Shh of Ida•o, f-or a Tix
Deed to J~soe on t•e subject prQperty in f?Nor of C1n;ron Couaty uith ~bsolute title, frte of all
enambru1ces, except ar-11 11ort111es of record to Ue halders of 11hi c:h 1otioe bas aot been sett and ;iny
Hen for pr•perty taxes uhioh 1uy nave atholled sobsecp.,ent ta the assesstte11t a.d anv lien for special
1ssess11nts;

6. That Jf sii• dtlin1utncy Is not redeened on or before HOUEl{ER 20,2009 in the Hainer descrlled aboue
then 1t 9:00 O"CLOCK An 11ST oa HOIJEH~ER 20,2009 a tix deed for the su•Ject property in favor oF Caayo1
County 11ill INt l!isud .it tile lrelKtlrer's Office, Roott 342 Cuyon County Courthouse, U1S AlhBy,
Cald1.1ell, IhhD hy Ue Coontv Treasure-, as tile Tu Collector of Canyoa County, State of Ibkoi
7. Pursuant to Idaho Cole 63-1005(3), the record ountr or ountJ"i and parties In i1tarest of record
shdl bt liibll' an• ,av t.o tht county tax oollector all costs ind ftes in the preparat:iDn, service aid
,ublic;ition of sucl 1otioe an• the hi< dee4 proDeis and su~h costs ~hll beoont I perpetutl lien u•o•
the propHty In favor of tht county tu colleotDr.

N O T I C E

HE A R I NG

D F'

8. II hearing dall be held beforl! the Cnroa County Boud of Con11Juiooers on HOU[lfD[R 20, 2009 at tht
•our of 9:00 O'CLOCK An 11ST or u, soon Uereafbr u the tntter oan bt le.rd, to ooternhe If a tuc
leed for the subject property shll be issued h fa"IOr of hnyoa Countv.

,~l'tie1, ii iol:erMt sllall hive adequate apportulity to be l1urd, to
confront or oron-,x111ine any e'4idence or ultness a1alnst the record oulel' or ouaers, and o-hin ud
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OCT 2 5 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
B RAYNE, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)
)
Case No. CV-2009-12900-C
)
)
ORDER ON PETITION FOR
JUDICIAL REVIEW
)
)
Petitioners,
)
vs.
)
)
CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, )
)
through it duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
)
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax )
collector,
)
)
Respondent.
)
)
Procedural History
ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES,
MERCADO,

__________

On December 4, 2009, Ismael Chavez and Delores Mercado (Chavez collectively) filed a
Complaint challenging actions taken by the Canyon County Board of Commissioners and the
county treasurer. On January 4, 2010, Chavez filed a Motion for Summary Judgment along with
supporting affidavit and memorandum.
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On January 5, 2010, Canyon County filed its Answer. On January 28, 2010, the County
filed its Memorandum in Opposition to Summary Judgment Motion. Chavez filed a Responding
Memorandum and supporting affidavit on February 8, 2010. A hearing was held on February 26,
2010, and this court issued an Order Denying Motion for Summary Judgment and Order
Converting Action to Judicial Review on April 9, 2010.
Chavez filed a Petition for Judicial Review on April 19, 2010. On June 3, 2010, Chavez
filed a Motion to Augment the Record.

That motion was granted on June 17, 2010 at an

uncontested hearing. The Order Granting Motion to Augment Record required Respondent to
comply on or before June 29, 2010. On July 8, 2010, Chavez filed a Motion for Contempt
because the County had failed to comply. On July 13, 2010, the County complied with the
Order.
Petitioner's Initial Brief was filed on June 3, 2010, Respondent's Brief was filed on July
1, 2010, and Petitioner's Responding Brief was filed on July 8, 2010. The Agency Record was
filed on July 7, 2010, along with a transcript of the Tax Deed Hearing. Oral argument was held
on September 27, 2010.

Analysis

This court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Idaho Code § 63-1006(4). That
code section provides that a party who is aggrieved by the actions of a county by the issuance of
a tax deed may seek review from the district court by filing a petition. The district court shall
review the record as it exists in the county minutes and the court may reverse or modify the
decision of the county commissioners if the petitioner's substantial rights have been prejudiced
because the county's findings, conclusions or decisions are: (a) made upon unlawful procedure;
(b) clearly erroneous in view of reliable, probative and substantial evidence on the whole record;
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or (c) arbitrary or capricious or characterized by abuse of discretion or clearly unwarranted
exercise of discretion. LC. 63-1006(4).
Chavez owns two parcels of land in Canyon County. He received Notices of Pending Issue of
Tax Deeds in which the County demanded the payment of unpaid taxes along with a $500.00 flat
fee imposed for administrative costs. Chavez challenges the County's practice of imposing a flat
fee as a violation of Idaho Code § 63-1005 which provides the steps that must be undertaken
before a county may issue a tax deed for real property upon which there is a delinquency. Upon
determining that there is a delinquency that has not been redeemed within three (3) years, the
county must make a tax deed for the property but must provide notice of pending issue of tax
deed and an affidavit of compliance must be recorded. I.C. 63-1005(1). Written notice must be
provided via an approved method found in LC. 63-1005(2) and must include the items delineated
in LC. 63-1005(4) as set forth below.

J.C. 63-1005(4) Such notice and summary thereof must contain the following
items:
(a) The name and last known address of the record owner or owners;
(b) An accurate description of the property on which the delinquency stands, or,
in lieu thereof, the tax number of record or parcel number used in assessing the
same;
(i) A street address or other information which would be of assistance to
the public in ascertaining the location of the property; or
(ii) The name and telephone number of a person, firm or business office
from whom information concerning the location of the property may be
obtained;
(c) The year for which the property tax was assessed and for which the
delinquency exists;
(d) An itemized statement detailing the delinquency and all costs and fees incident
to the delinquency and notice up to and including the date of the making of such
notice;
(e) The date the delinquency occurred;
(f) The time, date, place at which, and by whom the tax deed will issue; and
(g) A statement that the record owner or owners or any party in interest shall have
adequate opportunity to be heard, to confront and cross-examine any evidence or
witness against the record owner or owners, and obtain and present evidence on
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behalf of the record owner or owners or any party in interest. Such statement shall
also contain notice of to whom inquiries and objections shall be directed
concerning the notice and information contained therein and by what date such
inquiries and objections must be received.
LC. 63-1005(4) (emphasis added).
Chavez argues that the code section should be interpreted to mean that the itemized
statement presented to a property owner must include an itemized list of the costs and fees
incurred incident to the delinquency and providing notice. The County asserts that a flat fee is
permitted pursuant to Canyon County Resolution 09-169.
Resolution 09-169 is entitled "A Resolution Authorizing an Increase in the Fee Charged
to Collect Costs Incurred by Canyon County in the Process of Collection Delinquent Property
Taxes." The resolution references LC. 63-1002 and 63-1005, as well as I.C. 31-870(1) and 631311.

In addition, the resolution references a list of actions taken by the Canyon County

Treasurer during the performance of the delinquency/tax deed duties including identification of
interested parties, locating valid mailing addresses, contacting parties to obtain information about
the subject property, locating the history of the property and preparing the required notices and
publishing those notices, and personal contact with the owners of the subject property. The
resolution then states that the treasurer had "determined that the actual costs incurred to get
delinquent property to the tax deed state is in excess of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00), and as a
result, wishes to adopt a single level fee of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) to be attached to the
delinquent properties." It is this fee of $500.00 that Chavez objects to because the flat fee
relieves the treasurer and the County from its obligation to provide a property owner with an
itemized statement of costs and fees incurred pursuant to LC. 63-1005 and is prejudicial to a
property owner who may not have incurred fees in excess of $500 during this process.
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There is no appellate authority interpreting LC. 63-1005. Chavez thus urges the court to
apply the rules of statutory construction to this matter and find that the statute as quoted above is
not ambiguous and the plain language of the code section should apply to this action.
The basic rules of statutory construction as summarized by the Idaho Supreme Court are
set forth below:

The interpretation of a statute is a question of law over which we exercise free
review. It must begin with the literal words of the statute; those words must be
given their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed
as a whole. If the statute is not ambiguous, this Court does not construe it, but
simply follows the law as written. A statute is ambiguous where the language is
capable of more than one reasonable construction. If the statute is ambiguous,
then it must be construed to mean what the legislature intended for it to mean. To
determine that intent, we examine not only the literal words of the statute, but also
the reasonableness of proposed constructions, the public policy behind the statute,
and its legislative history. Statu[t]es that are in pari materia must be construed
together to effect legislative intent. Statutes are in pari materia if they relate to the
same subject.
State, ex rel. Wasden v. Maybee, 148 Idaho 520, 224 P.3d 1109 (2010) citing City
of Sandpoint v. Sandpoint Independent Highway District, 139 Idaho 65, 69, 72
P.3d 905, 909 (2003) (internal citations omitted).
The requirement at issue here is subsection (d), which requires "An itemized statement
detailing the delinquency and all costs and fees incident to the delinquency and notice up to and
including the date of the making of such notice." (emphasis added).
When considering the plain meaning of each of these words, the County's resolution
authorizing a flat fee violates the itemization requirement of LC. § 63-1005( 4)(d). "Itemize," as
defined by one dictionary is "to set down in detail or by particulars." Merriam-Webster Online
Dictionary (2010). Another dictionary defines itemize as "to state by items; give the particulars
of; list the individual units or parts of' or "to list as an item or separate part." Random House
Dictionary (2010). Taking this common meaning of the term itemize is also considered in
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connection with the verb "detailing" and its direct objects, "all costs and fees." A single flat fee
can not "detail" multiple costs and fees, even if it is a reasonable summary. And the words
"costs" or "fees," both of which are plural, also defy the single flat "fee" that the County wants
to impose. The statute's clear language requires that the costs and fees be listed in particular
detail, item by item.
A flat fee, even if based on nine typical categories of expenses the county incurs in
collecting delinquent property taxes, does not list the charges (plural) as required by the statute.
Incorporation by reference through the resolution and into the flat fee is not adequate because the
statute contemplates unique costs and fees incurred in collecting from each taxpayer. Even if in
most cases or, as the County asserts, in all cases, the flat fee amounts to less than the actual costs
incurred, the legislature has required itemization. By its fundamental meaning, "itemized" does
not allow a summary flat fee.
In addition, this court has looked to neighboring jurisdictions for guidance on this matter.
Montana has dealt with a similar case in Tax Lien Services v. Hall, 277 Mont. 126, 132-133, 919
P.2d 396, 400 (Mont. 1996). In that case, the court held that Montana Code § 15-18-212(6)
provides the notice requirements including ''taxes due, a separate listing must be made of the
delinquent taxes, penalties, interest and costs that must be paid for the property tax lien to be
liquidated." Id. M.C. 15-18-212(6). The court found that a notice that had included a double
charge of $35 and a cost of $311.28 that was conceded to be an improper charge was fatally
flawed because "notice did not accurately reflect the elements which the statute required to be
itemized in the listing." Id. The tax deed notice was declared to be null and void.
This court finds that the flat fee, authorized by Resolution 09-169, violates Idaho Code
63-1005 because it eliminates the county's responsibility to provide an itemized statement of
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taxes owed and fees incurred in the collection process. This court finds that the plain meaning of
that code section requires the cow1ty to provide the detail of the actions taken and itemize the
costs incurred. Thus, because the county failed to do so in its notices to Chavez those notices are
null and void. Petitioner shall prepare an Order accordingly.
Chavez has requested costs pursuant to LC. 63-1006(5). That code section allows for an
award of costs and fees to a prevailing party and Chavez does qualify as the prevailing party in
this action. However, costs may not be assessed against the county or county officials in the
absence of "gross negligence, gross nonfeasance or gross malfeasance." LC. 63-1006(5). The
court does not find that the County acted grossly negligent or malfeasant in its attempt to
administrate in a business like manner. The request for costs is denied.
Finally, the court finds that the motion for contempt is moot because the County did
comply with the court's Order.

ORDER
It is hereby ordered:

1.

Petitioner's Petition for Judicial Review is GRANTED.

2.

Petitioner's request for costs is DENIED.

3.

Petitioner's motion for contempt is DENIED.

4.

Petitioner shall submit an Order in accordance with the court's decision within

fourteen (14) days.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was forwarded to
the following persons on this

}'J

day of October, 2010.

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Canyon County Board of Commissioners
c/o Canyon County Clerk
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Attn: Carlton Ericson
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83 605
Theresa Randall
Canyon County Appeals Clerk
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

William H. Hurst
Clerk of the District Court

B~--~-D-e~~p-u~ty-C_-~r_k
_ __
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-~.lr.
Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

E DP.M.

NOV 10 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
B RAYNE, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

e,v
Case No.:?-09-12900*C

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
DOLORES MERCADO,
Petitioners, )

-v-

)
)
)
)

FINAL JUDGMENT

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Respondent. (
The Court having entered an Order on Petition for
Judicial Review herein on the 25 th day of October, 2010,
whereupon good cause appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED and this
does order, adjudge, and decree as follows:
1. Petitioners' Petition for Judicial Review is granted,
2. Petitioners' Request for cost is denied, and
3. Petitioners' motion for contempt is denied,

000094

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED and this
does order, adjudge, and decree that this judgment is
hereby certified pursuant to I.R.C.P Rule 54(b) that wih
respect to the issues herein the court has determined that
there is no just reasop for delay of the entry of a final
judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that
the above and foregoing judgment shall be a final judgment
and an appeal may be taken as
Appellate Rules/]J
DATED this

"Fi'Tl\TJH.

:nTnr.:M"Fi'.N'T'

-

day

P::ini:>

?

nf
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by the Idaho

F
Ismael Chavez
Idaho State Bar No. 1650
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094
Telephone: (208) 459-0192

L Ei D
}' _l:J~----' i.1
DEC 1 7 201n
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)

Case No.: CV09-12900*C

ISMAEL CHAVEZ AND
)
DOLORES MERCADO,
)
)
On behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,
)
Plaintiffs/Petitioners/)
Appellants,
)
)

-v-

)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,)
through it duly elected BOARD)
OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and
)
the Canyon County Treasurer
)
and ex-officio tax collector, )
Defendant/Respondents.)
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, CANYON COUNTY AND THE CANYON
COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS,
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, CANYON COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
CALDWELL, IDAHO, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named appellants, Ismael Chavez and Dolores Mercado,
appeal against the above named respondents to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the final judgment entered in the above entitled
action on the 10 th day of November, 2010, Honorable District
Judge Stephen W. Drescher, presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme
Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above
are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule ll(a) (1), I.A.R.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 of 2
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(
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the
appellant then intends to assert in the appeal:
(a) Whether the trial court erred in converting a civil
complaint into a petition for judicial review;
(b) Whether Petitioner is entitled to attorney fees and
costs.
(c) Whether the trial court erred in denying Appellants'
motion for contempt.
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the
record? No.
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? No, but the
transcript of hearing is requested in hard copy ..
The entire reporter's standard transcript supplemented by the
following: Transcript filed 7/7/10.
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included
in the clerk's (agency's) record in addition to those
automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Motion to Augment Record, Statement in Support of Motion
to Augment Order, and Order granting Motion to Augment
Record;
Motion, Affidavit in support of Motion for an Order in re
contempt;
Augmentation of Record filed 7/13/10;
Agency Record.

I certify:
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served appeals
clerk for Canyon County, Idaho.
b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript.
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or
agency's record has been paid.
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be
served pursuant to Rule 20 (and the attorney general of Idaho
pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code).
DATED THIS 17 th day of December, 2010.

NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 of 2
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BRYAN F. TAYLOR, ISB #6400
CARL TON R. ERICSON, ISB #5845
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 454-7391

F

L )fi~ ) DP.M.

_ _ _A.M.

JAN O7 2011
ClANYON COUNTY CLERK

Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents/Cross-Appellants

1. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

CASE NO. CV09-12900-C

ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, On behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL

Petitioners/Appellants/CrossResponden ts,
vs.
CANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio tax
collector,
Defendants/Respondents/CrossA ellants.

Defendants/Respondents/Cross-Appellants hereby appeal from the final judgment entered
in this case on November 10, 2010 by the Honorable Senior Judge Stephen W. Drescher, which
followed the order on petition for judicial review which was filed on October 25, 2010.

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page I of4
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1.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL:
A.

Whether the district court erred in concluding that the flat fee charged by Canyon

County, and shown on the notice of pending issue of tax deed, is a violation of Idaho Code§ 631005( 4)(d) which requires an itemized statement of the tax delinquency "and all costs and fees
incident to the delinquency .... "

B.

Whether the district court erred in concluding that a flat fee adopted by Canyon

County, and stated on the notice of pending issue of tax deed, was not an itemized statement of
the costs and fees incident to the tax delinquency as required by Idaho Code§ 63-1005(4)(d).

2.

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT:
The Idaho Supreme Court has jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to Rule 11 (f), Idaho

Appellate Rules, as an appeal of a final decision or order of the district court on judicial review
of an agency decision.

3.

TRANSCRIPT:
No transcript of the proceedings is requested.

4.

RECORD:
No additional documents are requested for the record beyond those set forth in Rule 28,

Idaho Appellant Rules.

5.

EXHIBITS:
No exhibits were offered or admitted in the district court.

6.

SEALED RECORD:
No portion of the record has been sealed.

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
CHAVEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09- l2900-C
9- l l l 7
Page 2 of 4
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7.

CERTIFICATION:
I certify that:
(a)

No service of the notice of cross-appeal is required because no additional

transcripts have been requested and no reporter fees are required;
(b)

No fees are required for additional documents to be included in the Clerk's

Record as no additional documents are requested, and Cross-Appellants are exempt from paying
such fees as a governmental entity;
(c)

Cross-Appellants are exempt from paying appellate filing fees because they are a

governmental entity; and
(d)

Service has been made upon all other parties required to be served pursuant to

Rule 20.

?fl,

DATED: January

2011.
BRYAN F. TAYLOR,

~

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Attorneys for Defendants/Respondents/
Cross/ Appellants

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
CHA VEZIMERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 3 of 4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

_l

I hereby certify that on this
day of January, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy
of the foregoing NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL to be served on the following in the manner
indicated:

Ismael Chavez
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1094
Caldwell, Idaho 83606-1094

M
[
[

]
]

U.S. Mail
Overnight Delivery
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Carlton R. Ericson
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
CHA VEZ/MERCAD V. CANYON COUNTY
CASE NO. CV09-12900-C
9-1117
Page 4 of4
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, on behalf of themselves
and others similarly situated,
Petitioners-AppellantsCross Respondents,
-vsCANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio
tax collector,
Defendants-RespondentsCross Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-09-129oo*C
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following
are being sent as exhibits:

Transcript of Tax Deed Hearing, filed 7-7-10
Agency Record, filed 7-7-10
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

r{;J~ •

A

the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this-----"tY'-_1 _ _ day ofJanuaJ:¥, 2011.
CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and
the County of Canyon.
By:
Deputy
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, on behalf of themselves
and others similarly situated,
Petitioners-AppellantsCross Respondents,
-vsCANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio
tax collector,
Defendants-RespondentsCross Appellants.

Case No. CV-09-129oo*C
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

I, CHRISYAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including specific documents as requested.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

r-~b.

-1

the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this _,_.i\_ _ day of JanuaJ!Y, 2011.

CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and
the County of Canyon.
By:
"'-~·--•~K,/¾./
Deputy

0001.03

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
ISMAEL CHAVEZ and DOLORES
MERCADO, on behalf of themselves
and others similarly situated,
Petitioners-AppellantsCross Respondents,
-vsCANYON COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO,
through its duly elected BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS and the
Canyon County Treasurer and ex-officio
tax collector,
Defendants-RespondentsCross Appellants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court No. 38378
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the
Clerk's Record to the attorney of record to each party as follows:
Bryan F. Taylor and Carlton R. Ericson, Canyon County Prosecutors
Ismael Chavez, PO Box 1094, Caldwell, ID 83606-1094
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

-·.

,-,

',1-::i:_.y:,

the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this ~c_J.__ day o:Wannacy:, 2011.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

CHRIS YAMAMOTO, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in a~d,fyr the County of Canyon.
By:
,\.; i•~c'...LL.QCt.....t'......Jcr n
Deputy
'--..
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